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Board meeting
debates issue
of governance
by Mike Leedom
staff writer
A special committee of the Board
of Visitors met Saturday to pave out
differences
between
JMU's
administration and faculty on the
issue of reforming university
governance.
A Task Force on Governance was
created following a faculty petition
last semester asking for a temporary
halt to restructuring and general
dissatisfaction by a significant amount
of faculty with current governance.
The task force was set up at the
Dec. 18, 1993 board meeting, and is
made up of three board members. The
task force is advised by a separate
committee of three faculty members,
two administrators and the student
member of the board.
The conference was called to
bridge the gap between the faculty
and the board over how restructuring
will affect university governance.
"We've got to reach a happy
medium," said Dr. Clarence Penn,
chairman of the committee. "I think
we're singing the same song but
different verses."
The Board of Visitors' members
said they were open to suggestions for
revising JMU's government, provided,
that four principles were kept in mind:
(1) The board oversees the
management of the university; (2)
President Carrier has- the authority
and responsibility concerning matters
pertaining to education, student life,
personnel, physical facilities and
services; (3) The faculty, students,
administrators and staff should be
allowed to participate in JMU's
governance; and (4) JMU must act
expeditiously to serve the needs of the
students as the 21st century
approaches.
According to Penn, Virginia's
General Assembly is mandating
JMU's governance changes. JMU
won't receive more money if it
doesn't stay on "the cutting edge," he
said. "Madison is going to get more
money than any other institution
because we're moving."
Dr. V. Russell Smith, associate
professor of economics, and one of
the elected faculty members of the
committee, voiced faculty disapproval
of the current governing process.
"The current system has, literally,
* '.».*.* .• V" •»■ ,' .* t»».
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JMU minority enrollment drops
by Cyndy Liedtke
asst. focus editor
Minority enrollment has fallen at JMU,
creating a renewed push to find ways to
attract and retain minority students at
JMU.
Laura Conklin, acting director of
admissions, said there has been a recent
national trend for minority students,
especially African-Americans, to attend
historically African-American institutions.
She said this trend has been a factor in
stepping up recruitment efforts.
Conklin said that although JMU has a
strong reputation among minority
students, it can't "ride on that."
Linwood Rose, senior vice president for
administration and finance, said renewed
interest in historically black colleges and
an overall decline in the number of high
school graduates contributes to JMU's
decline in minority enrollment.
But the biggest disadvantage in
minority recruitment for JMU, he said, is
the school's inability to award enough
scholarships. Schools such as the
University of Virginia and the College of
William & Mary have much larger
foundations and are able to give more
scholarship money, he said.
According to the JMU 1993 Statistical
Summary, which is compiled yearly by
the JMU Office of Institutional Research,
there were 997 African-American students
enrolled at JMU in 1991-92. This
academic year, the number dropped to
843.
Hispanic and American-Indian
enrollment has also decreased in the last
few years, according to the report. The
Asian population is the only minority that
has grown in enrollment during the past
four years.
Conklin stressed there is an "institution-

CHRIS CAMERA

wide effort" for recruiting and retaining
minority students. She said JMU has been
stepping up efforts for minority
recruitment through different activities for
the past year or two.
For several years, one person in the
Office of Admissions has concentrated on
multicultural student recruitment. This
year, the position was elevated from an
admissions counselor position to an
assistant director within the office,
Conklin said.
The Office of Admissions also targets
certain high schools for recruitment.
Admissions officers visit these schools in
the fall for the sole purpose of recruiting

students of color, she said.
The office also conducts on campus
programs for recruiting minority students,
she said.
Conklin said Noble Dixon, the assistant
director of admissions who focuses on
minority recruitment, has been working
with Students for Minority Outreach on
Black Freshman Weekend.
This year, the event will be confined to
one day, rather than an entire weekend,
and parents will be invited to attend
programs with their children for the first
time, Conklin said.
MINORITY page 20

Swim teams bring home championships
by Steve Miranda
sports editor
JMU continued its domination of
Colonial Athletic Association swimming
as both the men's and women's teams
captured CAA championships this
weekend in Greenville, N.C.
For the men's team, the victory
culminates a season-long goal to become
the first team ever to win three straight
CAA championships.
"It was not our only goal, but it was
definitely something that united the team,"
head coach Brooks Teal said. "It became a
rallying point for the team and something
they took a lot of pride in."
Junior Mark Gabriele contributed to
five first place finishes, including CAA
meet xecorfls.in.Ihe.200-yard individual'

medley (1:50.15) and the 100-yard
butterfly (49.01). Gabriele also teamed up
on three first-place relays teams.
Freshman Ryan Frost set a CAA meet
record in the 100-yard breaststroke.
"He's still a freshman, and you never
know quite what to expect from a
freshman," Teal said. "He swam well all
year, but he really came through for us.
For a freshman to come through with a
performance like he gave was definitely a
highlight."
The women's team captured its second
straight title and fourth in the nine-year
history of the CAA, the most
championships by any team in the league.
Senior Erin McDonnell set a pair of
JMU records in the 500-meter freestyle
and (4:59.08) and 200-yard freestyle
-*0:52.90)V wh'ile'.kris(en* David claimed

first-place finishes in the 50-yard
freestyle and the 100-yard freestyle.
JMU was heavily favored to repeat as
CAA champions, but coach Judy Wolfe
looked back to the first meet of the season
when the Dukes got their wake-up call —
a loss to Villanova on Nov. 6.
"We were a group of individuals rather
than a team," Wolfe said. "That loss
helped us realize that we are much
stronger when we work together. It was a
real accomplishment to learn that."
Despite the early season problems,
Wolfe said she never lost confidence that
the Dukes would rule the CAA waters by
the end of the season. "I was concerned
that it would be close, but I was never
concerned that we would lose. I thought
we had just too much depth across the
boards
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Board

continued from page 1
cut off much of the talent of this
very institution," Smith said. "I
personally believe this committee
is the last real chance we have."
Dr. Caroline Marshall,
professor of history, directed
similar comments to the board
members. The top-heavy changes
being
made
to
JMU's
curriculums, she said, are a threat
to the faculty's role in control
over the curriculum. "If the
diploma itself is put at risk, we
[the faculty] can't stay silent"
Smith
presented
two
documents to the committee. The
first was a list of questions
written by Marshall and Smith
for the board to answer. The
questions were aimed at
evaluating JMU's current
governing structure.
The second document was a
list of questions to be filled out
by "peer" institutions comparable
in quality to JMU. Smith said the
questions would help determine
how
other
university
governments are structured. The
advisory committee will compile
the report and present that

information to the task force at
the next meeting.
The main point of contention
concerned the exact nature of
JMU's structural changes. While
Smith and Marshall questioned
the scope of change, the board
members justified its need.
Alexander Berry III, rector of
the board, identified two outside
sources as being part of the
reason for changes — the
General Assembly and parents.
"[The General Assembly]
looks at higher education as an
institution that doesn't change,"
Berry said. He also pointed to the'
concerns parents have with
footing tuition increases as a
reason for universities to reevaluate their normal operations.
Board member Elizabeth Jolly
stressed the faculty's role as
board consultants and defended
the board as a moderator of the
restructuring process.
"The Board of Visitors
directed Dr. Carrier as our CEO.
It's the board's job to open
revenue streams," Jolly said,
referring to the transfer of money
from the state to JMU. "We don't
just confer degrees."

Campus Spotlight on. •.

The value of a bachelor's
degree from JMU was another
point debated.
Both Smith and Marshall
expressed the faculty's fear that
the university would turn into a
vocational school if academic
changes continued in the manner
they did last semester.
Berry said the quality of the
degree rested on what the student
has learned as well as whether
the student is able to get a job.
Smith said, "I personally
believe that employable students
will be successful if they can do
more. If students can read, write,
reason and evaluate critically,
then they become people that we,
as faculty, become proud of." _
Penn said the committee
should continue to meet to
discuss the issue of reforming
university governance. "I'm not
for turning this university over to
any group. I like the way it's
handled. I made the motion for
the changes taking place. We've
got to move forward, and I'd like
everyone involved," he said.
The committee will meet on
March 19 after the faculty make
suggestions for restructuring.

How do you fiel about the
proposed DUI bills that
would lower blood-alcohol
content maximums?
"It would be good in the fact that it
would deter people from drinking, but I
don't think it's reallly going to do that."
Mark Aukamp
international business, senior

"I don't think it should be lowered, I
think it's low enough and just based on
my own experience I think .10 is good
enough."
Igor Zotkin
computer science, graduate student

"I don't think you really should lower it,
because I don't think it's going to make
a difference. What is needed really, is
education for people to learn more about
the effects of alcohol."
Gwyneth Scally
English, senior

"I think it's a positive thing because I
think drinking and driving is very
serious."
Christine Shelly
social work, junior

"I think it's a good thing because legally
it's important because the punishment
for driving drunk and drunk drivers is
not harsh enough."
Allison B. Smith
geography, sophomore

"I think this is a real positive step that
we are obviously trying to take with the
problem of drinking and driving, but I
think that the irresponsibility of the
people who drink and drive isn't going
to be diminished if we lower the level."

JENN PENNEY

Encore!
The Alvln Alley Repertory Ensemble performs a number from "Blues Suite" on Thursday
night In Wilson Hall. See story pg. 21, for a review of the performance.
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Libby Wilson
psychology, sophomore
SPOTLIGHT BY AMY PETRUCCI
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CORRECTION
In the Feb. 17 issue, quotes
concerning the effectiveness
of American-made condoms
and the size of the AIDS
virus on page 16 were
wrongly attributed to Nancy
Grembi. They should have
been attributed to another
source.
The Breeze regrets the error.
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News
Stay or go? The choice for on or off campus
Pros and cons for both options
provide students plenty to digest
by Brian Zarahn
senior writer
Sophomore Tara Reightler
says she likes living in Hanson
Hall because it is close to nearly
everything on campus. But she
would like to have her own room.
Senior Jacqueline Wind says
she enjoys having friends over
for dinner in her apartment at
Olde Mill. However, the long
walk to and from campus can be
frsutrating.
With the decision of whether
to live on- or off-campus for the
fall semester upon students, many
students must decide which is
better. As these two cases show,
both living arrangements have
advantages and disadvantages.
Convenience vs. confinement
for oo-campus living

living on campus ties people
into the whole campus
experience," director of
Residence Life Jim McConnel
said. He also cited the services,
snch as those provided by
residence advisers and hall
directors, as positive points.
Reightler said she meets lots
of people living on-campus. She
also said, "I like that I'm close to

everything, like the library,
classes, the football field.
Convocation Center."
Junior Bradi Littrell also
appreciates the closeness. "I like
being able to roll out of bed and
be in the classroom in five
minutes," the Logan Hall resident
said.
Having a 20-meal plan is
another plus. "I don't have to
worry about groceries," Littrell
said. Meeting a lot of people in
the hall is another positive.
The good also comes with the
bad, though. Not having your
own room is one of the biggest
negatives about living oncampus.
"It's kind of a drag having a
roommate after a white," Littrell
said.
Also, the oversight of RAs and
hall directors is sometimes
bothersome. "Though it's their
job, they are kind of a pain,"
Littrell said.
Freedom vs. distance for offcampus living

Increased personal freedom
ranks as a big plus in living offcampus.
Commuter Student Council
President Caryn Pierce said.

TODDIAPLANTE

Junior Chris Norman surveys Hunter's Ridge, one of many off-campus student-housing areas.

"People like to have their own
personal living space. It gives
them a sense of living on their
own."
Senior Greg Velt, who lived
on campus for three years prior to
moving to Campus Condos,
agrees with that statement
"I love having my own room,"
he said. "There are no rules, no
RAs, no quiet hours."
But the price of private living

space ends up to be comparable
to a regular trip to the grocery
store for some students.
While some students think
they will save money by moving
off-campus, the bills start to add
up.
Pierce said that saving money
depends on where you live, but
"a lot of people aren't aware of
things they have to pay for, such
as water and electricity."

Wind said living on and off
campus costs about the same.
"The little things cost more than
you realize, especially the things
you took for granted on campus,
like food, heat, water, cable."
Velt experienced the same
shock about the costs of living.
Expecting to save money by
sharing food, Velt found out that
CAMPUS page 11

New organization gives fresh choice
Group aimed at increasing young voter involvement
by Larry Cooper
stqffwriter

AMYPETWJCCI

Searching low
Sophomore Becky Clauser (top) and Lauren
Mooney try to retrieve their soccer ball from a
creek in Purceil Park on Saturday afternoon.

This is the second story in a series about political
activism groups on college campuses.
Lead ... OF Leave started to make its mark on the
national political scene during the past year, and the JMU
student government could become one of the group's
charter members as early as Tuesday.
According to its "National Student
Network Factsheet," the organization
promotes a "non-partisan campaign to
get young people back into politics,
educate them about their economic
future and help organize students at the
national level so they will be heard in
Washington."
Michael Booker, SGA commuter
senator, said that the SGA received
information from Lead ... or Leave's
office in Washington, DC. and decided
to "do research and ask around to see if
Lead... or Leave would be in our best interest"
During the Feb. 8 SGA meeting, Booker proposed a
bill that called for JMU to look into establishing a Lead .
.. or Leave chapter. The bill was tabled, debated again at
the Feb. IS meeting and then tabled a second time.
Booker said tabling the bill meant senators could
receive more student input. The SGA is expected to vote
again on the bill tomorrow.
SGA Commuter Senator Erik Cole questioned whether

or not JMU should affiliate itself with a politically active
group that is not student-run.
"They do a lot of media-oriented stuff. It's all very
flashy," Cole said. "I don't see any direct benefits for
JMU. I would love to see them come on campus and help
usfanrasner some stuff, but I don't see us joining them
right now."
National Lead ... or Leave Field Director Chris
Fuller said that nearly 100 schools have
signed on as charter members of the
group. It has been endorsed by the
Association of Big Ten Schools, the
North Carolina Black Student
Association and the American
Association of Community Colleges.
Booker said he believes that Lead...
or Leave's effectiveness lies in its
ability to use the media and the group's
attention to economic issues that may
affect college students. Issues addressed
include the national deficit and budget
cuts in higher education.
"They focus a kx on education, and 1
think they realize that without deficit reduction, there
won't be a large increase in educational funding," Booker
said. "They do rallies and protests that get a lot of press
coverage, and in the politics of today, that's really the
only way to achieve their goals anymore."
Lead . . . or Leave has received a wealth of media
CHOICE page 11
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• Get Ready For Spring
Break With
The Latest Styles & Cuts
• Progressive Full Service
Salon

SUMMER JOBS/INTERNSHIPS - Average earning* $3,500.
University Directories, the nation's largest publisher of campus
telephone directories, hires over 250 college students for their summer
sales program. Top earnings $5,000-$6,500. Gain valuable experience
in advertising, sales and public relations selling yellow page adverti
for your campus telephone directory. Positions also available in other
university markets. Expense paid training program in Chapel Hill. f>
Looking for enthusiastic, goal oriented students for challenging,
well-paying summer job. Internships may be available.
INTERVIEWS ON WEDNESDAY, MARCH 2nd AT THE
CAREER SERVICES CENTER, 206 SONNER HALL.
.

• Bring a Friend and Get

$5 Off
•We carry Redken, Paul Mitchell and Aveda products*

(703)434-8188

Mon.-Thurs. 9-8
Fri. 9-7
Sat. 9-5

380 East Market St.

Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801
professional hair designs

(

Restaurant an3 Pub

j

"Where It All Happens"
Free Happy Food Monday thru Friday

l5CClncfcenUHoas

5 Ptn till close

H\OH£ COOtM
f*OH£ CHOICES

Plus: National Trivia Network Team UP and Play!

\0* Shrimp
5 pm till close

The Best Lady's Night
7pm to 9pm
Karaoke starting 9 pm

$\)Mlt tfSSKM %
Countrv Music
and
banana
9 pm

UATCM fOK \

/Tor More Info Call 433-515 f
2061 Evelyn Byrd Ave.
f Behind Valley MallJ
Open 11am -2 am
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The Larger
Picture in Higher
Education

Texas professor faces, then denies charges
of luring students into prostitution ring
ARLINGTON, TEX. — A 67-year-old professor at the
University of Texas campus here turned himself into
police last week to face charges that he tried to lure one
of his students into a prostitution ring.
Howard Lackman, a professor of history who has been
at the university since 19SS, was charged with a seconddegree felony. The professor, who denied the charge, was
released on $2,500 bail.
Police say Mr. Lackman arranged for a meeting
between a 19-year-old student and a woman who has
been charged with running a prostitution business.
"The student told him she was having financial
problems and he said he knew where she could make
some good money,'' said Sydney Gomez, a spokesman
for the Irving Police Department.
The woman told the student she would have to engage
in sex as part of her job, police said. The student then
contacted police.
Mr. Lackman has been assigned to administrative
duties while the charges are pending.

Jury rejects student's claim of insanity
GREAT BARRINGTON. MASS. — A statement
released by Simon's Rock College of Bard says the
campus "can finally complete the healing process'' now
that a former student has been sentenced to life in
prison for a deadly shooting rampage here two years
ago. A jury rejected an insanity defense and convicted
the former student, Wayne Lo, of two counts of murder
and several counts of attempted murder and assault. He
was told he had no chance for parole.
In 1992, Mr. Lo, then a sophomore, shot and killed a
Simon's Rock professor and a student. He injured four
others.
During the trial, lawyers for Mr. Lo argued that he
suffered from a mental illness and had thought God had
commanded him to cleanse the campus of sin. Mr. Lo's
lawyers have appealed the decision.

Paper waste accident retrieved at WVU

Garbage mound by student union proves
point at North Texas about recycling efforts
DENTON, TEX. — Nearly 4,000 pounds of garbage were
dumped outside the student union at the University of
North Texas, but university officials didn't care. -'"
The garbage was part of a three-day "recycling
extravaganza" in which the university deposited all of the
trash from its garbage bins except cafeteria leftovers on
the lawn outside the union. From the 3,812 pounds of
garbage, which represented one day's worth of trash, 58
students pulled out 2312 pounds of paper and aluminum
cans for recycling.
The purpose of the program was to show that much of
what we throw away ran be recycled, and to get more
people to participate," said a university spokeswoman,
Nancy Anderson.

i

i
JESSKAKAMNSKJ

Information gathered and reprinted
from Feb. 16,1994 edition of
The Chronicle of
Higher Education

MORGANTOWN, W.VA. — Administrators at West
Virginia University are vowing to pay more attention to
their trash after 700 confidential student files thrown
out last month resurfaced at the Covenant Christian
School here.
A custodian removed the papers from a garbage bin
and donated them as scrap paper to the school's
preschool. He didn't realize that the papers from the
accounts-receivable department contained students'
names. Social Security numbers, and tuition payments.
His mistake was discovered when a parent called the
university's student newspaper about the paper her child
had brought home from school.
"We got two sheets of W's with refrigerator scribble
all over the back," said Ken Rea, associate editor of the
campus paper. The Daly Athenaeum.
Scott Ludlow, the university's controller, said most
of the files had been recovered, and he said the
university was looking into new ways to dispose of
confidential material.

Won't You Be My Neighbor?
Individual Leases
♦Unparalled On-Site Management
& Maintenance Service
♦24 Hour Emergency Maintenance Service

♦Covered Bus Shelter
♦Bus Pickup Every 15 Minutes
♦Short Walk to JMU

♦Double Beds Available
♦Microwaves

♦Full-Size Washer & Dryer
♦Ample, Well-Lighted Parking

♦Basketball Court

♦Spring Block Party

♦Volleyball Court

Ashby Crossing

CROSSING

1235-F Devon Lane,
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
432-1001
Office Hours: 9-5 Monday-Friday
10-4 Saturday

fir

Equal Housing
Opportunity
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Monday Madness followed by
Open Stage hosted by Tony Roberts
Dischord recording artists

SLANT 6

with guests: Blast Off
Country Style
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featuring former members of Indecision
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GODWIN 342
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Look for special events at Joker's on WBOP-TV Channel 19.
Call 433-TUNE for concert information 24 hours a day.
All shows start at 10:00 or 10:30!

At the
following
time:

You will be
tested in the
following room:

9_AM-12PM
lPM^iPM
9 AM-12 PM
1 PM-4PM
9 AM-12 PM
~1PM-4PM

9_AM:12PM
"i"PM^4PM

ANTHONY SEEGER AUD. 9AM-12PM
ANTHbOTSEEGERAljbV " 1PM^4 PM

:

Questions? Call the Office of Student
Assessment at x6706. Thank you for helping
us make JMU an even better community!
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Robert Reiiler
The tine life Fit agent
and hero of
"Silence of the Ian**,"
Present!:
"Whoever
Monsters:
Sexual
WWW' I

»»

CoolRi
The
tltS Midnight
tin 7:30 p.m.
7fcf9:30p.m.
indicated.

UPB is pleased to announce that

Maya Angelou

Flex It!
Tickets are awiilaMe at the Warren Hotl Bm
:e (x7960) until 4 J>.«u and at Wilson
starting at 7 p.m. M tickets are $3.

has been rescheduled to speak for
March 30, 1994 at 7 pm in the
Convocation Center.
The New

Join The Crew
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World News
Marine faces possible court-martial
for slaying; police call it self defense
Vultures attack live animals,
family pets in Va. counties
With a loaded shotgun sitting next to
her back door, Lynn O'Hara-Yatcs says
she's living in terror of the dozens of
Mack vultures that gather each morning on
her back fence to stretch their wings,
sharpen their talons and wait for lunch.
Recently; lunch" means assorted pets
in her Stafford County neighborhood.
When O'Hara-Yates tried to rescue one
of her ducks last month, a vulture
swooped down, whooshing within three
feet of her head. The birds attacked again
this week as she filmed them circling over
children getting off a school bus.
"It's like something out of [Alfred
Hitchcock's] 'The Birds,"' the 42-year-old
flight attendant said. They're scary as
hell."
Residents of the Kings Grant
development have counted about 200
vultures roosting in their neighborhood.
In the last month, O'Hara-Yates has
lost eight ducks from her pond, all picked
clean to the bone. Her neighbor's cat.
Stripe, was grabbed by the tail and carried
25 feet in the air for 100 yards. A vet
stitched up the four talon holes in Stripe's
body. Dogs and horses also were attacked.
"It's a nightmare," said Stripe's owner,
Jeude Barrett. "And we can't do anything.
... They have no fear."
Vultures are federally protected animals
and cannot be killed without a permit
Most of those spotted in Kings Grant
are black vultures, which weigh about five
pounds and have a wingspan of five or six
feet. Black vultures are more aggressive
than their cousin, the red-headed turkey
vulture, and are common to the South,
according to Paul Engman, a naturalist
with the Fairfax County Park Authority.
The birds, commonly called buzzards,
prefer their food dead or dying, Engman
said, but on rare occasions they have been
known to swoop down on live animals.
Bob Thomas, an inspector with the
Virginia Department of Agriculture and
'Consumer Services, has seen horses,
lambs, pigs and calves attacked. Incidents
were reported in four Virginia counties.
"I would not be comfortable with a
Cyear-old child playing around them,"
mas said. "When they're hungry,
meat's meat."
Residents have been told that the harsh
winter has exacerbated the problem,
reducing the amount of "road kill" on
which the birds normally might dine.
O'Hara-Yates is applying for her own
license to kill. But if she doesn't get it,
she's armed and ready. "What else can I
do?" she said. "One of us is going to give
up, and it's not going to be me. We'll do
. what we have to da"
— LA. Times/Washington Post
news service

WASHINGTON — For weeks, he'd been
stalking her, threatening her.
When Marine Cpl. Anthony Goree
broke into her Woodbridge, apartment last
June at 3 a.m., wielding a bayonet, Rayna
Ross, also a Marine, shot and killed him
with a .380 semiautomatic handgun. It was
justifiable homicide. Prince William
police said.
But the Marine Corps has charged Ross
with murder. She could spend the rest of
her life in prison if convicted. And Prince
William police and others are outraged.
Although the slaying occurred outside
the Quantico Marine Corps Base, the
corps was required to investigate it
because two Marines were involved. In
December, Ross was charged with murder,
and this past week, she appeared before a
Quantico judge who is expected to
recommend within two weeks whether she
should be court-martialed, officials said.
"I'm appalled but not surprised," said
Patricia Gromley, a former Marine and
director of the Military Project of the
Women's Resource and Education
Institute in Washington. "For the military
to pick up on this after the local prosecutor

found it justifiable is way out of bounds.
Richard Cantarella, a Prince William
police detective who investigated the
shooting, testified at Ross' Quantico
hearing.
"There was no question that this was
self-defense," Cantarella said. "I believe
this guy was in there to do some serious
bodily harm or to kill her."
Within days of the killing. Prince
William County Commonwealth's
Attorney Paul Ebert declared it justifiable.
In addition to being represented by a
Marine lawyer, Ross, 22, is getting advice
from a civilian lawyer who is counsel for
the National Rifle Association.
Michael Patrick Murray, a retired
Marine colonel, theorized that the charges
stemmed from a report to the judge
advocate general of the Navy, which
called Ross "a spider woman" who "lured
men into untenable positions and dumped
them."
Murray said the Marine report
recommended that Ross be investigated
for possible criminal intent
Maj. Barry Moore, public-affairs officer
for Quantico, said the decision to charge

Ross was based on the initial civilian
investigation as well as that of the Naval
Criminal Investigative Services. He said
he was not aware of an additional report to
the judge advocate general.
He said Ross' commanding officer.
Col. Bruce Gombar, determined that
charges should be brought under military
law.
At the time of the June 23 shooting,
Goree had just been released from a
military jail where he had been confined
for assaulting and threatening Ross. He
assaulted Ross at least twice last June,
Murray said. The first time, Goree broke
into her apartment and held her at knifepoint all day, Murray said.
On the night that he was killed, Goree
entered Ross' apartment by prying a
sliding glass door off its tracks, then went
to Ross' bedroom wrier", she was asleep
with her two-year-old daughter and a
friend who was lying on the floor, police
reports say. Ross fired twice at Goree,
killing him with the second bullet police
records say.
— LA. Times/Washington Post
newsservice

BOB DALY

Clinton's health plan draws criticism from Congress
WASHINGTON — As Congress prepares
to start drafting the landmark health care
legislate ! President Clinton has
requested, the keystones of his approach
— regional health alliances — appear ID
be in serious trouble. '
Rep. Fortney "Pete" Stark (D-Calif.),
who will be the first chairman to get his
hands on the bill, said last week that he
could not count a single vote for the
alliances among the 11 members of his
House Ways and Means health
subcommittee.
"I don't know of any Republican or
Democrat who would support mandatory
alliances" of the kind urged by the
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president, Stark said. "I've heard a
thousand objections and virtually no
support If I had to say one thing that is
gone, it would be those alliances."
White House officials said Saturday
they intend to take a hands-off approach to
the subcommittee process, and they expect
to see major elements of their plan vanish
during this first stage.
"It's basically in their court at this
point" White House Deputy Chief of Staff
Harold fckes said Saturday, "It's going to
be very messy at times, and at times the
whole thing will dissolve, before it reemerges. Tois is not a neat, linear process.
It is our purpose to keep the Congress, the

public and the press focusing on the end
goal" of universal coverage and
controlling rising health costs.
In addition to the alliances, two other
central elements of the Clinton plan —
the requirement that employers insure all
workers and the cost controls on insurance
premiums — also have drawn widespread
criticism among members of Congress in
three of the five key subcommittees with
jurisdiction over health care.
, Some members of Congress believe it is
far too early to tell how much of the
president's plan be in the final bill.
♦

.—jUA. Tknas/WasMngton Post
news service
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SEAFOOD
MEALS
P

The Squire

o

With The Taste You Love

Always with Pondorosa's Wendy service

Introducing our newest seafood dinner

Wants

Stuffed Orange Roughy
All dinners Include choice of potato, Ponderosa's
famous All-You-Can Eat Grand Buffet & Sundae Bar.

YOU!

PONPEROSA
AMERICA'S FAMILY STEAKHOUSE-

Plus: Free Microwave for signing a
year's lease.

Just mention this ad & bring JMU ID.
f Also 9 & 12 Month Leases Available* >
•Full Size Washer & Dryer
• l, z, & 3 Bedrooms
•Fully Equipped Kitchen
•Townhouse* or Gardens
•City Bus Service to JMU
■ Pool & Tennis Court
•Furnished Apartments
• Wall-to-Wall Carpet
•24-Hour Maintenance
•Small Pets Welcome*
•On' Site Management

Noxt To Valley Mall & Wal-Mart
433-7121

M!2N£2*«

434 2220

Clubhouse, Devon Lane.
Mon. - Fri. 10 - 5:30
Sat. 10 -5
East on Port Republic
Sun. 1-5
Road from JMU Campus.
•Some restrictions apply

NOW CHOOSE US.

orr

MON. SAT. LUNCH SPECIAL

$2.95 In House Only
Sub, Pickle, & Lg. Drink

Office of
Information
Technology

BAR&G1
Opportunities available in the Computer
Field beginning May/Summer/Fall of 1994!

MONDAY

• Microcomputer Labs
• Media Technology Lab/HelpDesk
• VAX Operations

TUESDAY

•
•
•
•

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

Delivery Hourst
Sun^Mon. iljjii^iza.m.
Tuc. -Sat. II jjn-ZJ-m.

43-DUKES
C4JV«537)

BENEFITS
Impress employers with job-related experience
Have access to latest software and hardware
Work with professionals
Room for advancement

Applications available in the
Anthony-Seeger, Showker, Converse, and
Harrison computer labs, as well
as Miller G41, or at the HelpDesk.
Application Deadline: March 4, 5:00pm

mmm
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Campus News
Applications now available for Presidential
Premedical Scholarship to undergraduates
The JMU Office of Premedical Studies has applications
for the Presidential Premedical Scholarship available now
in Burruss Hall, rm. 242. This is a merit-based scholarship
for full-time JMU students who are currently enrolled in
the premedical program. All completed applications must
be received at the OPS by March IS and awards will be
announced after April IS.

Speaker to discuss topic of gender equity
in computer literacy at WIN meeting
Sue Gier, of the Office of Information Technology,
will speak on the topic of gender equity in computer
literacy at the Women's Issues Network meeting at noon
on Wednesday in Taylor Hall, rm. 404.
Gier will explain some of the factors fueling the gender
gap in computer literacy and focus on the impact of that
gap on women in the work force. She will also talk about
some of the ways the gap can be decreased. For more
information, call Jane Crockett at x6986.
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POLICE
by Jonathan Rhudy

police reporter
Campus poke report the following:

Destruction of Public Property
• Unidentified non-students reportedly entered the Sigma Phi
Epsilon fraternity house and kicked in a door at 3:55 am. Feb. 17.
Residents of the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity house delayed
reporting the aleged incident to police.
The non-students reportedly had previously been seen in the
fraternity house. One of them is described as a white male about
six-feet-tan with blond hair. He was last seen wearing a green plaid
shirt.

Attempted Breaking and Entering
• Unidentified individuals reportedly attempted to break into a
custodial closet in Spotswood Hall between 1 p.m Feb. 15 and 1
p.m. Feb. 16.
Police reportedly discovered pry marks near the lock and marks
near the hinges on the door.
Unidentified substances reportedly had been inserted into the
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key hole. Drywall near the door of the closet also was reported
damaged.

Grand Larceny
• Football gear was reported stolen from an unsecured team
locker in Bndgeforth Stadium in early November 1992.
The report was delayed and the student football player was
billed $277 by the university lor the stolen property
• A 21 -speed Giant men's ATX-760 bike was reported stolen from
Eagle Hall between 4:30 p.m. Feb. 16 and 3 p.m. Feb. 17.
The red colored bike, which is valued at $500, reportedly was
secured to a rack with a cable lock.

Petty Larceny
• A brown leather jacket and its contents were reported stolen
from the basement of the Music Buiding between 10 a.m. and 11
am. Feb. 16.
The jacket reportedly contained suede gloves, keys, personal
cards and other items. It allegedly was left unattended hanging on
a locker door.
Number of drunk in public charges since Jan. 11: 18

1 Sitf"
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NEWSFILE
JMU debate team wins awards at Naval
Academy Tournament in February
The JMU debate team won three team awards and five
individual awards at the United States Naval Academy
Tournament in Annapolis, Md. The tournament was held
Feb. 4-6.
In the varsity division, sophomore Danielle Giroux and
freshman Brian Crabtree received fifth place team honors.
They compiled five wins and three losses in preliminary
competition before losing to Georgetown University in
the quarter-final round. Giroux was recognized as the
fifth-best individual speaker in the division. A total of 29
teams — 58 individual speakers — competed in the
division.
In the junior varsity division, freshmen Jomel Angat
and Mike Abelow received third place team honors. They
compiled six wins and two losses in preliminary
competition before losing to Trinity College in the semifinal round. Angat was recognized as the 13th-best
individual in the division; Abelow was recognized as the
ISth-best speaker in the division.
Also in the junior varsity division, freshmen Heather
Smith and Jim Tinsley received ninth-place team honors.
They compiled four wins and four losses in preliminary
competition before losing to Trinity College. Tinsley was
recognized as the eighth-best individual speaker, and
Smith was recognized as the 16th-best speaker in the
division.

• Political Science Film Fest, "Home and the World,"
directed by Satyajit Ray, Moody Hall, Blackwell
Auditorium, 4-7 p.m. Admission is free. Everyone is
welcome.
• Amnesty International meeting. Warren Hall,
Piedmont Room, 5 p.m.
• Anorexia Nervosa and Associated Disorders
support group meeting, Emanuel Episcopal Church,
7 p.m. Friends and family welcome.
• "Celebration of Women," an interpretation of prose
and poetry by and about women, Anthony-Seeger Hall
Auditorium, 7 p.m. Admission is free.
• College Republicans meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 304,
8 p.m. Guest speaker is Patrick McSweeny, chairman
of the Republican party of Virginia

• Equal meeting, Warren Hall, Piedmont Room,
4:30 p.m.
• Student Government Association meeting. Warren
Hall, Highlands Room, S p.m.
• Phi Beta Lambda, business club, meeting, Zane
Showke Hall, rm. G-l, 5 p.m. Guest speaker is
Robert Driscoll from Electronic Data Systems.
• Madison Outing Club meeting, Taylor Hall, rm.
402,6:30 p.m.
• Alpha Epsilon Delta, premedical fraternity,
meeting, Burruss Hall, rm. 44,7 p.m.
• The Psych Club meeting, Maury Hall, rm. 201,
7 p.m.
• First Right meeting, Warren Hall, Tidewater
Room, 8 p.m.
• Rocco Forum lecture, "Paradigms and Paradoxes,"
Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 8 p.m.

Local radio station WSIG sponsors Seminar
on Rape, led by sheriff of Charlottesville
WSIG, a radio station in ML Jackson, is sponsoring a
Seminar on Rape, put on by Charlottesville Sheriff Buddy
Rittenhouse. It is an educational program to prepare
women to be assertive and safety conscious in an assault
situation. The purpose of the seminar is to learn
prevention and defense techniques.
The Seminar on Rape will be held March 3 from 6:30 9:30 p.m. at the Ramada Inn in Woodstock. The cost is
$10 per person. To make a reservation, send your name,
address, and phone number with a $10 check to WSIG,
P.O. Box 425, ML Jackson, Va. 22842. The seminar is
open to all women 12 years old and up. Mothers and
daughters are welcome to come together. Slacks or jeans
and sneakers should be worn.

• Rocco Forum panel discussion, "Instructional
Technology on Campus — Practices that Work and
Some that Don't," Taylor Hall, rm. 404,4 p.m.

• Friends of Vietnam, Inc. sponsoring Vietnamese
New Year celebration at Yee's Place. For tickets call
Terrie at 433-7144.

Wednesday

Tlmrsday

• Harmony meeting, Moody Hall, rm. 205,7 - 9 p.m.
• University Graphics meeting, Duke Hall, second
floor lobby, 7 p.m. Open to all majors.
• Sociology Club meedng, Keezell Hall, rm. 101,
7 p.m.
• Intervarsity Christian Fellowship large group
meedng. Warren Hall, Highlands Room, 7 p.m.

• EARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 304, 5 - 6:30
p.m.
• CISAT Spring Seminar Series, student-led seminar
on their high school educational experience by
CISAT students, Taylor Hall, rm. 306, 7 - 8:30 p.m.
Arvid Van Dyke, CISAT professor, will moderate.
• Campus Crusade for Christ large group^
meeting, "Prime Time," Miller Hall, rm. 101,
8 p.m.
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We have a Bed for you at The Commons
Each fully furnished
4 bedroom apartment
comes with:
• Free Cable television
(a $650 savings - includes
HBO/HTS/MTV/ESPN/etc.)
• Double bed in each bedroom
• Full size washer and dryer
• 5 Telephone hookups - one in the
kitchen and one in each bedroom
• 5 Cable hookups - one in the
living room and one
in each bedroom
• Built in microwave oven
•
Patio or balcony
• Free Water and Sewer
• Free trash pick-up
• Full time maintenance

Office Hours
Mon.-Fri.- 9-5:30
Sat. & Sun. 11-4:30

Call The
Commons
today at
432-0600
and get off
campus
this fall!

869-B PORT REPUBLIC RD.
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Campus.

Choice_

continued from page 3

some people don't like to share groceries.
"You end up having five cartons of milk
in the refrigerator," he said.
Along with crowded refrigerators,
commuter students find the parking lots
around campus just as crowded.
Living off-campus makes it easier to
have a car. Velt said he likes walking
outside his door and hopping into his car,
avoiding the long walk to X- or Z-lot. Yet
the trials and tribulations of commuter
parking is well known. Commuters have
to endure limited parking spaces. Lots

continued from page 3

designated for commuters are often
overflowed and sometimes subject to
floods, such as Y-lot, otherwise known as
the "gravel pit"
To compensate for the limited parking
on campus, the Harrisonburg Transit bus
service is a great way to get to campus,
Pierce said.
Wind said she thinks the bus is pretty
good but can be inconvenient. "It's a pain
to walk home at night from campus."
Watch for next Monday's investigative
report about on and off-campus repairs.

Taking it all In

MCUSSA CAMPBELL

Members of Sigma CM took advantage of the warm weekend weather, and
the end of the week to enjoy their rooftop and cold beverages on Friday.

~7^V
Experience a semester or year in

Ghana

and learn more about

INBXDRMATIONAL MEETING

coverage. Since its founding about a year
ago, it has been on the cover of U.S. News
& World Report and been featured on
CBS's "60 Minutes."
According to Fuller, the group focuses
on building a strong voice for "young
people."
"We want to make an impact at the
local level but will also have a national
network that will really make our leaders
in Washington listen to us."
Lead ... or Leave took a step toward
gaining the attention of Virginia
politicians on Oct. 20, 1993.
The Virginia Tech chapter staged a
rally in Blacksburg which according to the
Roanoke Times and World News drew
about 4,500 students. Rallying around
cries of "No more cuts," the students
protested the proposed state budget cut to
higher education.
"If we can show our leaders that we're
.active, then the doors open to us," Fuller
said. "In Virginia, I think that rally sent a
message to delegates that students aren't
dead in the water."
Student governments declare charter
membership of Lead ... or Leave by
passing a one-page resolution. By gaining
more chapters, current group members
hope to build a groundswell of student
activism so that younger generations will
be heard in future elections, Fuller said.
Booker said, "I think they have enough
notoriety in Washington that, even though
they're young, they're still worthwhile for
us to get involved with."
There are still some people who raise
questions about Lead ... or Leave's

Local debate concerning JMU
membership in Lead ... or Leave

*s*
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SGA members Michael Booker (right)
and Erik Cole have fallen on opposite
•Idee of the Issue of JMU involvement
in Lead ... or Leave during meetings.

effectiveness and say they feel the group
has had little impact beyond simply
drawing media coverage, and has little
impact beyond that.
Cole said, "The people that run them
are not students. Most other student
organizations are run by students; they
make the platform and so forth. We don't
know what we'll get from Lead ... or
Leave."
Fuller said that Lead ... or Leave will
hold a summit with 300-400 leaders of
college chapters and David Gergen,
counsel to the President, at Capitol Hill on
April 30.
"In year one, we made a stir," Fuller
said. "Year two will be interesting. It's
time for'us to realize that we're
responsible. It's up to us if we want a
voice."

AVilliamson
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Pharmacy &c Home Health

THE STUDENT'S PHARMACY
• Prescriptions and Over-the-Counter drugs.
• Private Consultation with your pharmacist or nurse.
• Convenient Delivery.

10% DISCOUNT
with student LI).

1021 S. Main St.
(Beside J.M.'s)
434-2372

Approved Charge Accounts Welcome

(details about applications and curriculum)

about the new
JMU/CIEE Program
at the University of Ghana
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433-4090
Delicatessen

MON-THUR 10-8
FRI-SAT 10-9

ARE YOU EprivU?

4-5 p.m. -- February 23
Taylor Hall, Room 304

Come in and check out the

* For more information, call Dr. David Owusu-Ansah, Program
Coordinator X6743 or the Office of International Education x6419.

Ask how to get free subs
and more.
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NEXT TO RACK & SACK IN SKYLINE VILLAGE
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Opinion

1 had to get a picture of Anthony-Seeger because
nobody would believe I went to college in an
elementary school."
Sophomore Carrie Moon pausing in front of
Anthony-Seeger Hall with camera in hand on
Sunday.
**T
X think it's a bullshit holiday, made up from the
Hallmark company to make some more money."
Freshman Jay Moran on Valentine's Day.

*me*R£ TOK A rAfiR£ $t>00<*>
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Oldthinking the official Newspeak
At the risk of plagiarism, we'll call the trend at
JMU to change the names of various programs
and buildings for no apparent reason,
"Newspeak." As George Orwell, in his 1984
omniscience wrote, "It was intended that when Newspeak
had been adopted once and for all and Oldspeak forgotten,
a heretical thought... should be literally unthinkable."
"Heretical thoughts" may be a little strong in our case,
but we've been facing redefinitions left and right these
past few years. For example, we've now been told to
forget that we ever called the Liberal Studies cornerstone
course "Freshman Seminar." Although it's finally dead
and almost buried, the class now and always has been
called "First-Year Seminar."
The group of people in the know, (we'll call them those
in the "R Loop," as in restructuring) tell us we must now
refer to the student union as the JMU Campus Center,
which includes Warren Hall, Taylor Hall, Grafton-Stovall
Theatre and Phillips Hall. The switch from Phillips Center
to Phillips Hall is interesting, because it renders PC.
Ballroom and P.C. Dukes pretty much meaningless.
Then there are the colleges. Did the R Loop start a
contest to see which college could come up with the most
elitist-sounding name in order to please those ubiquitous
accreditation organizations? Those same groups that seem
to be watching our every move, except when we decide to
drop minimum graduation requirements? The department
of mass communication has been baptized "The School of
Media Arts and Design." And the College of Health and
Human Services will probably become something like
"The School of Integrated Human Arts and Technological
Health Design."
Why all the name changes? Because last year we were
at war with Oceania and this year we are at war with
Eurasia. Who knows? The official word has been spoken.
This trend is not new. It has been a fine university
tradition to change the names of things as often as
possible for no real reason. Admittedly, the changes that
led us from "State Normal and Industrial School for

Women at Harrisonburg" to "JMU" were good, and so
was changing the yearbook name from the Schoolma'am
to the Milestone.
But what sparked the move from Pepe's to Amigos? Or
from Spaghetti Western to Pasta Uno to Mama Mia's? Or
from Lifeline to Nature's Bounty to no special vegetarian
line at all? And what literary genius came up with the
term "JAC Card," which stands for "James Madison
University Access Card Card"? Was "JMU ID" so terribly
inefficient?
If these euphemisms were designed to make life on
campus more appealing for prospective students, all
they've done for those of us who remember the past is
confuse us. That's probably our own fault. We should
have just taken the official newspeak word and burned
any proof of the oldspeak. Orwell calls it oldthink to
remember the words of the past that are often linked with
"wickedness and decadence."
Dorms are Residence Halls. The weight room is a
Wellness Center. The Steakhouse falls under the seamless
Amigos umbrella. Liberal Studies offended too many
Rush Limbaugh fans, apparently, so now we'll streamline
and call it "General Education." And somehow, calling
the campus police department 'The Office of Public
Safety" makes the university look more efficient, more
integrated, more in touch with the 21st Century.
Most likely, the university and its trusty R Loopers
have plenty of commission and committee reports to
justify these changes and do so with a genuine concern to
make JMU a stronger school that produces better
students.
You can believe in that innovative party line if you
want, or you can think about Orwell's conclusion: "Who
controls the past, controls the future: who controls the
present controls the past"
The house editorial reflects the views of The Breeze
editorial board which consists of the editor, managing
editor and opinion editors.
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1 hat is not what I sent that child to Washington
to do."
Sweet Honey in the Rock singer Bernice
Johnson Reagon criticizing Clinton's proposal to
tax welfare recipients during her performance at
JMU last Tuesday.
We're the only team in the country that has won
or shared the conference championship for four
straight years. It would be nice if we could do it for
five years. Other than that, I don't think Dr. Carrier
is going to give me a raise if we win them. He might
fire me if we lose them, but I don't worry about that.
I've got enough money to live on."
Lefty Driesell joking about the final three games
of the season.
Alas, I havcta drive to hell... otherwise known
as Nova."
A message posted in the "Rides" category of the
VAX.
I hanks from the bottom of our Earth."
Sign in D-hall asking that styrqfoam cups be used
only for coffee.

Under great pressure from our readers, today we
will divulge the movie titles to the quotes that
appeared in last Monday's Breeze. The answers are
in the same order the quotes appeared last week:
1. Monty Python's "Holy Grail"
2. "Airplane"
3. The Unfbrgiven"
4. "Dirty Harry"
5. "Dead Poet's Society"
6. The Shining"
7. "Star Trek II: The Wrath of Kahn"
8. "Jaws"
9. The Blues Brothers"
10. "Fast Tones at Ridgemont High"
11. "Field of Dreams"
12. "When Harry Met Sally"
13. "Say Anything"
14. "A Few Good Men"
15. "Blazing Saddles"
16. Thelma and Louise"
17. "Who Framed Roger Rabbit?"
18. "Johnny Dangerously"
19. TheinH and Loujae"
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Statements concerning Michael
Jordan 'completely off-base'
To the editor
Statements in Steve Mirtndt's Feb. 10 Breeze column
concerning Michael Jordan were completely off-base (no pun
intended). To say that Jordan "did little to enhance the
players around him" is completely ludicrous! Basing this
statement on the Bulls' 1994 success without Jordan is also
incorrect. First of all, Chicago has been helped by rivals
having sub-par seasons; mainly the Hornets and the
Cavaliers.
Michael Jordan is a major reason why the Bulls are still a
force in the NBA. M.J. can be likened to a teacher,
instructing his teammates and exuding confidence and
leadership on the court. His "pupils" achieved graduation
with Jordan's retirement and are now excelling on their own.
Jordan especially played a major role in the development of
Scottie Pippen. Pippen has progressed from a virtual
punching bag into a confident team leader.
Why is the sports' public so quick to belittle Jordan in his
attempt to play baseball? Dedicated baseball fans see their
sport as a craft, an art that must be studied and given lifelong
devotion. Baseball is a mythical sport. If Jordan is able to
step off the basketball court and play baseball on a whim, it
will diminish the mythical aspects and the artistic difficulties
of baseball.
Regardless, I can do nothing but watch and marvel at this
rare specimen of an athlete. The odds are obviously stacked
against Jordan, but I am by no means counting him out
When he sets a goal, he almost always achieves it. It could be
that the mythical greatness of Michael Jordan is bigger than
that of baseball.
Adam Foktonauer
Junior
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SGA endorses student candidate
in Commonwealth One election
Totheadrtor: ,
The recent letter in The Breeze concerning the election of
the Board of Directors for the Commonwealth One Federal
Credit Union was complete in announcing the candidates
from JMU that are running for the position. However, the
letter neglected to favor one candidate or another. There is a
strong sentiment that JMU should be represented on the
Board with as much strength as possible.
The students, faculty and staff at JMU that are members
of the Credit Union vote every year for their selections for

the positions. The candidates are Henry Schiefer, William
Jackameit, Philip Grayson and Mark Wunder. All these
candidates will undoubtedly represent the Commonwealth
and JMU as well.
In an effort to represent the entire student population at
JMU, the Student Government Association voted Tuesday
night to endorse all the candidates.
However, the Student Senate voted unanimously to
endorse Mark Wunder as the prime candidate because of his

student status. The Student Senate felt that Mark's
knowledge as a student would provide JMU with a certain
degree of confidence in its membership on the
Commonwealth Board.
Please don't recycle your ballot when it comes. Vote for
any candidate that represents JMU, but consider highly
voting for a student at JMU.
JeehPrlngle
SGA President

Why the LS cornerstone was eliminated
With the end now clearly in sight for an academic
undertaking that touched the lives of many persons in
the James Madison University community, it is
altogether fitting, and we hope worthwhile, for the
Seminar Coordinating Committee to note briefly the
reasons for its demise and to enumerate the benefits
and lessons to be learned from the brief existence of the
First-Year (nee Freshman) Seminar.
From its inception, the seminar never received
adequate state support. Requested faculty positions
never were funded. JMU, consequently, was forced to
tax already severely strained resources in order to
provide the faculty positions needed to cover the more
than 100 sections of the seminar offered each year.
Faculty participation was voluntary. Unfortunately and
ironically, the willingness of a faculty member to
participate often placed a heavy load upon the
participating member's department and college. Such a
situation obviously could not continue forever. The
university administration made the decision that its
resources were needed elsewhere in other enterprises.
These reasons, NOT the unwillingness of faculty to
participate, were responsible for the death of the FirstYear Seminar.
Despite its untimely end, the seminar leaves a
legacy as a unique experiment in the academic life of
JMU. In no other undertaking have so many faculty
members willingly involved themselves in conducting a
course which often took them far afield from their
professional training. Both faculty members and
students gained from a shared experiment utilizing the
Socratic approach to issues of abiding concern to the
intellectual life of the academic community. Among the
specific benefits have been:
1. The examination of the goals of a liberal education

and the investigation of creative ways to fulfill them.
2. Interdisciplinary faculty collaboration and
cooperation.
3. The opportunity for faculty to expand their own
liberal learning and to develop more interactive,
student-centered teaching styles.
4. The opportunity for faculty and students to interact
on a personal level in a small class setting.
5. The promotion of lifelong learning by stressing the
skills of analysis, problem solving, critical thinking,
informal discussion and writing through the study of
our cultural heritage and its implicit values.
The undertaking of the First-Year Seminar
undoubtedly proved that JMU faculty are willing and
able to meet challenges and move beyond traditional
departmental course structures to develop and sustain
worthwhile academic experiences for our students. The
history of the seminar should prompt every faculty
member and administrator to be concerned and
involved with the process and the substance of the
curriculairfhangcs taking place at JMU.
When a course that was introduced as the
cornerstone of the Liberal Studies program is
eliminated, we must all ask ourselves why. We believe,
in the tradition of the seminar, that it is only through
asking and facing such difficult questions that each of
us can identify and work for changes that will
genuinely improve the JMU educational experience
and the JMU community.
First-Year Seminar Coordinating Committee
Andrew Kohen, Chair
Joan Frederick
J. Robert Hanson
William ingham
Roger Soenksen

'Following my heart instead of my wallet'
It is the year 2011. Bob's alarm blares at 6 a.m. It's
something I could see myself doing and maybe even
time to get up. But for the first time in he can't remember
enjoying for the rest of my life, and I could affect people
how long. Bob doesn't obey. The sound of the birds
through my writing, hopefully for the good.
chirping just outside his bedroom window has a stronger
After I gained admission at JMU as a mass
attraction for him than that annoying alarm.
communication major, my mother told me she always
— Sharon LaRowe
Bob can't enjoy the fresh spring weather because he
secretly wished I would choose to major in music. She
has to go to work. Worse yet, he discovers upon closer
was happy that I was happy, however, and promised to
inspection he would rather be anywhere other than work, sure he doesn't know me, and I don't even know his real stand beside me in my decision. I wish everybody had a
a place he hasn't wanted to go to for a long, long time.
name. But I was shocked when I recently heard his supportive mom like mine.
It's not that Bob has a peonic job. In fact, his job is the answer to the question of why he chose to be an
I have a beloved friend whose mother doesn't have the
envy of his friends, as are the amenities that come with it, accounting major.
same ideals. The obedient daughter is becoming a doctor
the diamond-studded watch, the Italian-tailored suits, the
"You can make a butt-load of money," he said because her parents want one in the family. They aren't
champagne-colored "performance driving machine" casually.
taking her strong theatrical skills into account when they
parked in his three-car garage. But this doesn't matter
This materialistic attitude can be problematic. I believe expect her to perform in the science and math fields.
right now.
more people would have less mid-life crises if they would
Her mid-life crisis will be more critical. To completely
Bob hops into his car, simultaneously speed-dialing his simply do what they enjoy, rather than (1) what they think change her profession 17 years from now would be
secretary to say he is feeling "under the weather" and would make them the most money or (2) what their devastating for her family. A lot more than a job will be
won't be in today, thinking to himself thai his absence parents wanted to do but couldn't and forced upon their on the line.
may be longer. Instead of cruising the familiar roads to offspring.
The bottom line?
the office, he traces lesser-known back roads, finally
I consider myself to be one of the lucky few. I knew
We choose our own destinies. Seventeen years from
stopping at a run-down airfield where he signs up for what I wanted to be when I grew up. And I was doing it now, I'll be 37 years old, sitting at a stop light in my
skydiving and flying lessons. This is what is known as a because I wanted to.
powder blue clunker because I can't afford anything
mid-life crisis.
My junior year of high school, I decided to become a better on my family-starving salary. Bob, or someone like
Perhaps, as he. hurls his body out of a moving airplane. journalist. I didn't do it for the money. I knew there was him, will pull up next to me, driving a leather-padded
Bob will wonder if he should quit his comfortable job and none to be had. For a short while, I deceived myself into Beamer. He'll be lost in thought over the job he hates and
become a skydiving instructor. Maybe he'll inwardly kick thinking that I might actually be famous, among the the life he lost. I, on the other hand, will be travelling to
himself for not taking those non-traditional electives in
masses someday. The deception ended when I found out my next interview, my next deadline, my next story and
college he opted out of because they weren't directly newspapers are losing the long and ugly .battle with truly loving it.
related to his major and meant more work for him. Or timely, but uninformative, 20-second TV news bytes.
I'll be following my heart instead of my wallet.
maybe he'll wish he had changed his major to theatre or
But none of this really mattered to me. I weighed the
something he secretly wanted to do.
good and bad, and in the end, the good was heavier. All I Sophomore. Sharon LaRowe still has a pipe dream of
It is the year 1994. "Bob" is in *»iex>f^f rJte&s-. Vm i Jun,iy.wasJ^harl fftiinrt-atatiUJtwed.tndo.Junta,..btwsifavano§t<to>»
nm MMtUHW
»rf"U«

Guest Columnist
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SKI SALE

ALLS 25%

TO

60% OFF

SKI KENT
We have
the ski

or Pro

for you!

RENT FOR DAY OR WEEK. FAST CONVENIENT SERVICE.
FOR QUICK PICK UP - CALL AHEAD TO RESERVE YOUR SKIS.

9

$«»»

FROM

E. Market SL/RT. 33/ Next to Shoney's Inn
51 D Burgess Rd.

MON.-FRI. 9AM-9PM SAT.-SUN. 8AM-9PM 433-7201

$25 DISCOUNT COUPON

dry goods
& trading
'

Crystals

fc

^%'--

Bead
Silvor
i

Acker*

,;

"

< 'maternal..

Now

An easy 10
minute walk
to campus.
(No hills to climb
or interstate to
cross).

CALLTODAY!
Professionally managed by:
Horsley and Constable
Property Management Division
434-1173 or 432-9502

'<

BANKeRO
HORSLEY AND
CONSTABLE

Mastcrcj
■

432-9502
Amenities Galore

Clo//,7T-SI
S.'. eaters

MB. mKCHAgWOTOqUAUY

INQUIRE
TODAY
FOR FREE
FLORIDA VACATION

Recycle
Me,
Please.
■»o,

VOID AFTER 2/28/94

• Pedal on the level - no hills to climb
or interstate to cross.
• Only four blocks to campus.
• Energy efficient heat pumps.
> Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
• Mini-blinds on all windows.
• Basketball courts.
• Paved parking spaces. • Pre-wired for telephone.
• Telephone & cable outlets in each room.
• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on
all apartments.
• Well lit parking lot and walkways.
• Convenient bus service to campus &
Valley Mall.
• Full time management and maintenance.
• No sliding patio doors.
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Delivery Hours:
Sun^Mon. llajuvium.
Tue,-$at liaan-um.

r
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43-DUKES
(43WB7)
,
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Minimum Qualifications
• Sixty credit hours earned at
James Madison University
• A }.00 cumulative grade point average
• Currently registered tor at least twelve
semester hours
• Significant involvement in campus
activities.
Interested students may obtain an application in the
Office of the Vice President for Student Aflairs
(Alumnae Hall, Room 107)
(Applications should be returned In person by the
deadline, 5 p.m., Monday, February 28,1994.)

GOOD TODAY
THRU
MONDAY

Roast Beef, Turkey, Provolone
French fries & Lg. Drink
•50

#2 Steak & Cheese

j

fim. Mozz. Sticks &

RUSH
FREE Older of
HIIHHI

Putchase of *10

Meettlie brothers ofthe *
oldest fraternityMjMV.
MON
21

20

Informational
Shoot
Meeting
Pool with
a
the brothers
Taylor Hall
Open
Game room
House
Meet In
9:00
Taylor 400

TUES
22

WED
23

Pizza
at Gael's

Hypnotist
Taylor 404

Mystery
Event

Formal
Smoker

9:00

MO

8:00

6:00

\

THURS FW
24
25

SAT
26

#4

BID
OUHWnON
PARTY

tefef&Cii*

Bids
Extended!

8:00

WnH

• Rides will be provided from Godwin Bus Stop
15 minutes before off-campus events begin.
• Any questions? Call Rush Chairman Matt Rinaldi

at 568-4302.
e xe xe \6 AM xe xe \u xe w xe xe w xe x& xe \(-> xe \e xe \e \

JAMES IMDISOH

Turkey, Bacon, Meunster

Minimum Delivery $5
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Investigat

Local company builds JMU from the
Wampler Hall completion this month is the latest in a long history of
dominance by Nielsen Construction Co. in winning building contracts
by Matt Warner
senior writer
An ability to consistently underbid other general
contractors is the reason Nielsen Construction Company
Inc. has been successful at JMU as it has captured the
majority of campus building contracts through a
competitive bidding process.
In the last 30 years alone, Nielsen has won 43 out of 49
contracts, the latest being the contract to build Wampler
Hall, the new residence hall completed this month.
The Harrisonburg-based company has built or renovated
more than half of the university's campus during a
lucrative business relationship that began with the

BOB DALY

construction of Sheldon Hall in 1923 — only six years
excellent competitors and excellent builders. We have the
after Danish immigrant Joseph Nielsen came to
highest regard for them as a contractor and as a
Harrisonburg in 1917.
competitor."
The series of contracts to build all the Village residence
Lantz Construction Company, based in Broadway, has
halls, all of Greek Row and some of the Bluestone-area
lost 14 JMU contracts to Nielsen in the last 30 years. "As
buildings, in addition to the construction or renovation of
far as I know, everything is above-board, and they're
much of the rest of campus, has garnered the company
successful with what they do," Lantz President Wallace
more than $86.6 million — about $82.4 million of which it
Hatcher said. "I think they're very professional. John Neff
has earned in the last 30 years.
is a good friend of mine, and we have butted heads in a
State law requires state institutions such as JMU to
friendly way on many occasions."
award contracts to general
Nielsen also enjoys a good
—
contractors on the condition ""~~"*"■"~"~~~^~^ """
reputation at JMU. Cosgrove
(.(.
that the contractor is the
said, "In general, we are very
"responsible, responsive,
pleased when they get the
lowest bidder," according to
contract. The fact that they are
Donald Cosgrove, director of
local makes working with
the JMU Office of Facilities
them much easier."
Planning. OFP is in charge of
"We take pride in what
awarding
contracts
to
we've done over there [at
architectural/engineering
JMU]," Neff said at the
contractors and general
Nielsen headquarters on Early
contractors such as Nielsen.
Road — an office complex
"Responsible, responsive
decorated with pictures of
lowest bidder" means that
JMU. "We feel like that as
during a competitive bid
JMU has grown, we've grown
process among general
along with it. We've done a
contractors, the winning
number of facilities over there
contractor must be reliable,
John Neff that we're quite proud of."
provide the correct information
Nielsen generally works on
* President, Nielsen Construction Co. Inc. projects in the Shenandoah
in its written contract bid and
must offer to complete the ~~~*™"™"~~~——*"~
Valley and has lately been
project for the lowest price. Nielsen is not currently
expanding into Southern Virginia, Neff said. Clients
bidding on any JMU projects.
include several industrial, commercial, residential and
According to Nielsen President John Neff, the ability to
medical services corporations as well as other educational
consistently underbid other contractors for JMU projects is
institutions. Locally, Nielsen has worked for Eastern
primarily due to the fact, that the company usually
Mennonite College, Bridgewater College and Harrisonburg
subcontracts about 50 to 70 percent of its work. Neff said
City Schools.
this percentage is lower than that of most other companies.
Marlene Wilbarger, the company's secretary treasurer
"By utilizing our own resources, it gives us an
and a 40-year Nielsen veteran, said the contractor's success
opportunity to be competitive in our proposals and to do
is largely due to a personable managing style.
competitive work — and quite frankly without sacrificing
"As far as I'm concerned, it's one of the best places in
any of our quality," Neff said.
the city, state and county to work," she said. "The people
Also, the company's in-town location and employment
here are great to work with."
of Rockingham County-area workers allows it to minimize
Neff said that long-term Nielsen employments such as
transportation costs to JMU, he said.
Wilbarger's and that of his own father, who retired from
The company enjoys a good reputation among
Nielsen after 42 years, are unusual. Nielsen's average
contractors it has underbid at JMU.
length of employment for its 220 employees is eight years,
Despite the fact that his company has lost five JMU
he said.
contracts to Nielsen in the last 30 years, President Sam
Neff has worked at the company since 1968, and he
Lionberger of the Roanoke-based Lionberger Construction
became the fifth president of the company in 1987. A lifeCompany Inc. said he harbors no resentment.
long Harrisonburg resident, he also took office as vice
'They're good friends of ours," he said. "They're
mayor of Harrisonburg in 1992.

We feel like that
as JMU has grown,
we've grown along
with it. We *ve done
a number of
facilities over there that
we 're quite proud of

Graphic sources: Office of Media Relations, Nielsen President John Neff, Madison College: The First Fifty Years by Ray Dingledine, Madison College: The Miller Years 1949-19]
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itive Report
Left to right:
White Hall, built 1972;
Shorts Hall, built 1967;
Gibbons Hall, built 1964;
Wilson Hall, built 1931.
Photos by Melissa
Campbell.

s Renovated by Nielsen
= "Phase 1" of Convocation Center built by Nielsen

M970 by Ray Sonner, JMU Undergraduate Catalog. Spread designed by Jessica Kaminski.

* Wine-Price Hall is owned by Rockingham Memorial Hospital.
Original campus map courtesy of JMU Office of Publications.
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jazzerase
F1TNKSS CENTER
100 WATERMAN DRIVE
564-1237

X

ONE CLASS $3
8 CLASSES $22
12 CLASSES $28
UNLIMITED $32
(PER MONTH)

I
'THIS IS

L

JAZZERCISE!

coupon- — — — — —

$25

one month
UNLIMITED PASS I

NOT VALID WTTH ANY OTHER OFFBR

na-iQiei

J

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, OR
WOULD UKE A CLASS SCHEDULE.
PLEASE CALL CERTIFIED INSTRUCTOR
JENNIFER BIJRCH AT 364-1237.

SUPER PIZZA...
SUPER SUBS...
SUPER SAVINGS...
CALL
FOUR STAR PIZZA

$

$

B 7" m 5"
Any Large
One Topping
Pizza

Two Spaghetti
Dinners with Garlic
Bread & Two FREE
I602.Drinks

433-3776

PIZZA

433-3776

Any Large : 01774
One Topping j "™*
Pizza

rUfUK

Any Large
One Topping
Pizza

433-3776

+ tax

433-3776
•'-

-':- '

• -•

•

+ tax

Two Big 12" j
Subs & Two j
FREE16oz. j
Drinks

Two Big 12"
Subs & Two
FREE 16oz.
Drinks

*■* : 433-3776
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Breakin' away

Focus

Students use business acumen to earn free spring break vacations
by Matt Foster
stqffwriter
Sun, sand, surf or show.
They're all key ingredients for a
great spring break, especially if
the trip is free.
The spring break travel
industry has done brisk business
on college campuses since its
inception in the mid to late
1970s.
Joe Naidu, president of
Endless Summer Ltd., estimated
that the spring break industry is
earning roughly $20 million
dollars a year.
He added that the industry
thrives off of college students.
Companies post flyers on
campuses, advertising free trips
for students who sell a certain
number of Dips to other students
on campus.
Free trips provide incentive
for student representatives

Most student representatives
seem to be working with the
same incentives.
Sophomore Reed Baker said,
"The company I'm working for
promised me a free trip to the
destination of my choice if I sold
20 or more trips on campus."
Baker works for Spring Break
Travel, Inc., one of several
companies that offers trips to
different resort areas.
The companies offer trips to
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas and
several locations in Florida,
Baker said. "I receive a $15
commission for any trip I sell to
Cancun, Jamaica or the Bahamas,

and $7 for any trip to Florida, as
well as a free trip for myself, if I
sell 20 or more trips overall,*' he
said.
Baker is choosing the trip to
Cancun after selling several of
them to students. "It seems like a
popular spot this year, so I
decided to go also."
For some students, the
requirements for a free trip
weren't as demanding.
Sophomore Mark Brooks said
he worked for Time Out
Properties/Adrenaline Junkies
International, and only had to sell
one trip to receive a trip for free.
"The only obligation was that I
had to sell a trip to a group of
six," he said.
Time Out Properties, however,
only offers trips to Cancun, the
Bahamas and St. Maarten and St.
Thomas in the U.S. Virgin
Islands.
Brooks had nothing but praise
for the company.
"I know the guys who run the
company, and I had heard
through other sources how
reputable the company was, so I
decided to sell for them."
He was also rewarded with a
five-percent commission of $120
for his sale.
Sophomore Luis Nido said he
really wanted to go somewhere
for spring break this year, and the
only way to afford it was by
selling trips.
"The only hassle I have to put
up with is the paperwork that
goes along with scheduling the
trips," he said. "I like working for
Spring Break Travel Inc.,

PHOTO IU.USTRATION BY MAGGIE WELTER

Spring break often inspires students to take to the road and head south to sunny beaches.

because they're reliable and they
seem to be die most legitimate."
Companies use various forms
of advertising their trips

While students are the main
contacts in booking trips for
some companies, others rely on
other forms of advertising.
Some of the bigger companies
in the in^'istry prefer to use
sources other than student
representatives to sell trips.

Joe Farmer, director of
marketing for Sunchase Tours
Inc., said, "We get most of our
reservations from direct calls
from students and travel agents
because we've had problems in
the past with students who sell
group packages to other
students."
Farmer said that students will
try to sneak in more friends than
the reserved rooms can
accommodate.
While problems such as this
have led Sunchase to keep from
using students to sell their trips,
some companies insist on the use
of student representatives to sell
their packages.
"It's a great opportunity for
them as well as us because the
students can network with other
students with the potential to win
a free trip for themselves," said
Naidu of Endless Summer.
Different companies had
different reactions when asked
which campuses they choose to
do business on.
"We're located in the
Washington D.C. area, so JMU is
a natural attraction for us," Naidu
said
Other companies had a
different approach.
Fanner said, "We do business
with schools in 40 states, but we
primarily serve the East Coast
and the Midwest We try to drop
advertisements at almost every
school in those regions."

Students feel need to get
away
After weeks of classes, tests
and homework, students look
forward to a week away from it
all.
Many students expressed relief
at the thought of a week in the
sun.
"I just want to get a tan, have
some fun and get the heck out of
Harrisonburg," said sophomore
Deborah Malkin, who scheduled
a trip to the Bahamas with five
friends.
Although the rewards of spring
break are just too tempting for
some students to pass up, some
students refuse to use the
companies to schedule their trips.
"I've gone on Spring Break all
three years, and I never even
scheduled a trip. I had just as
much fun paying $40 to sleep on
my friends' floors in Panama
City," senior Mike Wiles said.
Senior Ed Wyalt expresses
some regret for a mediocre spring
break.
"I went to Panama City in the
spring of 1992, so I was still too
young to go to bars and be
served," he said. "What made it
worse was the cold weather we
had all week."
Snowy spots a spring break
option

Although most students
typically think of crowded sunny
BREAK page 20
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Break-

Minority

continued fmm pagi
page 1

Black Freshman Weekend will be an
open house for prospective AfricanAmerican students on March 25 that will
feature day-long programs and academic
and student life activities.
"We felt the need really to... focus on
quality of the programs and include the
parents,'* Conklin said.
Jermaine Williams, president of BOND,
a support group for minority men, said he
was disappointed that Black Freshman
Weekend had been shortened.
He said JMU's minority recruitment is
not as good as it used to be and would like
to see Black Freshman Weekend remain a
full weekend.
Gary Beatty, associate director of
admissions, said JMU has been actively
involved in minority recruitment for a
number of years. "We have a reputation
for recruiting some of the top black
students in the stale," he said.
While the Office of Admissions have
been working on minority recruitment,
some people say that more needs to be
done.
Byron Bullock, assistant to the
associate vice president for student affairs,
said JMU should look at its methods of
recruitment of minority students.
"I don't think our recruitment activities
are as innovative as they could be,
primarily because I think that if we are
going to make any positive strides in terms
of recruitment, that we really need to think
of new and innovative ideas to make that
happen on our campus,'' he said. Bullock
is also director of the Center for
Multicultural Student Services.
He said JMU should work to enhance

recruitment of other minority groups
besides African-Americans.
"I am really surprised that we are an
institution of this magnitude and we don't
have a larger Hispanic population on this
campus,'' Bullock said.
Heather Flood, president of the
Hispanic Studies Club, said she feels
Hispanics are "almost ignored" as a
minority at JMU. "I'd like to see a lot of
things done to step up awareness," she
said.
Bullock said bringing students of
different races and backgrounds to JMU
adds to the university overall.
He said it is the university's
responsibility to prepare students for
challenges they may face after graduation.
He said creating a melting pot situation
through recruitment, programming and
curriculum will help prepare students for
real life experiences.
"I think we're at a critical point now
where our numbers are significantly
decreasing, and we need to turn that
around, and we need to be more aware of
that issue and concerned with that issue,
because I think it's something that affects
all of us."
Bullock said he would encourage
forming a task force to examine the
subject of minority recruitment. He said
the task force could create more
innovative recruiting programs, including
increasing student participation.
Conklin said students have been a part
of the recruitment process in the past and
there are plans to continue the student
involvement
"A number of minority students on
campus are very actively involved in the
recruitment of minority students to JMU,"

Since 1970, two out of every
three jobs have been created by
organizations with one hundred
or less employees.

Conklin said. "Our feeling, too. is that
students are our best ambassadors.''
In addition to creative recruiting
methods. Bullock said it is important to
retain the minority students that are
already at JMU.
This could be done through
curriculum changes such as expanding the
African-American Studies minor into a
major, creating other academic programs
and more on-campus programming, he
said.
There are going to have to constantly
be programmatic changes and curricular
changes if we are to not only attract
students here but retain students here,"
Bullock said.
Bethany Oberst, vice president for
academic affairs, said the university is
aggressive in developing academic
programs dealing with multicultural
issues.
"We work to create a supportive
atmosphere for all kinds of students, and
we will keep working at it to do things
better," Oberst said.
Attracting more minority faculty is
essential to attracting more minority
students, Bullock said.
He said he only knows of 17 teaching
faculty that are African-American. "If you
compare that with the numbers of faculty
we have overall, that's not very good and
we haven't made any real progress in that
area."
He said he is hoping that the
Affirmative Action office will do
additional recruitment of minority faculty.
Oberst said that JMU is working
through the Affirmative Action Office to
recruit minority faculty members when
luring.

continued fmm page 19

beaches for spring break, some have
chosen other locales.
The ski resorts around the United States
have become recent attractions for many
college students.
Junior Jeff Bielik went to Killington,
V t last year for spring break.
"It was,a different alternative, and it
was cheap," he said. "The only
disadvantage was the lack of college
students there besides my friends from
JMU."
Bielik cited the great skiing conditions
and local night spots for his satisfaction
with the trip."If skiing is one of your
favorite sports, I would definitely
recommend it for spring break," he said.
Although ski resorts haven't become as
popular for spring break trips as wanner
spots, the potential attraction is there.
Dan Callahan, director of Ski Travel
Unlimited said, "I think we definitely offer
something that can't be found with other
travel companies. I know this because of
the high satisfaction rates we received in
the past."
Callahan's company provides programs
at Mt. Orford in Magog, Canada for
students. Ski Travel prearranges the
programs in the summer. Such programs
include nighttime parties at the hotel and
trips to Montreal.
"We usually schedule for groups of
four, and we provide a full staff for the
students," Callahan said.
The company can accommodate up to
300 people for one spring break week.
Callahan said the company's trips are
fun for everyone because it's a different
setting, it's cheaper, and Ski Travel
always takes good care of its guests.

TEACH FOR AMERICA
People think
there are limits to what we can
do. that it's out of our reach to

The JMU Office of Career Services is pleased to present:
realty change the way things are.

The Small/Medium Employer Job Market
A Video/Teleconference Seminar Featuring a panel of
Business CEO's and Career Professionals.

I feel then is no limit to what we
can do—it only depends on
how much of ourselves we

•
•

Find out how to locate and contact small and
medium sized organizations.
This seminar provides excellent information for students
seeking full-time employment or internships.

Thursday, February 24,1994
5:00pm - 6:30pm Taylor Hall 404
All Interested Faculty and Students are Invited to Attend
• Richard BoHcs, Whit Color b Your Parachute?

want to give.
- TEACH FOR AMERICA
CORK MEMIER

See your career office for application*.
If none are available, please call
1-800/832-1230 en. 120.

APPLICATION DEADLINE
MARCH 2. 1994

""■■^"
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Style
Dance company flashes
colors and 'motion in show
by Jason Corner
staff writer
A sweep of color and
motion flashed in Wilson
Hall Auditorium on
Thursday night when New
York's Alvin Ailey Repertory
Ensemble performed as a part of
JMU's Encore Series.

REVIEW

JENN PENNEY

Joseph McClintock extends his amis mechanically in the
dance 'Isba' Thursday night at the performance in Wilson Hall.

Their work encompasses a
wide variety of styles and moods,
from the more traditional to the
ultra-contemporary.
The ensemble came to JMU
from their base in New York.
They're a world renown dance
company that mixes traditional
dance techniques with more
modem ones.
Overall the performances were
strong.
Unfortunately, a weak
beginning marred an otherwise
excellent show .The ensemble's
first piece, "Blues Suite,"
suffered from a lack of cohesion.
The premise was interesting — a
series of short vignette-like
sketches set to a string of electric
blues tunes, using anywhere from
two or three dancers to the entire
company. Much of the ensemble
work,
however,
was
disorganized.
Some of the sketches in "Blues
Suite," especially "House of the

Rising Sun," were well done. It
featured only three dancers —
Christina Gonzales, Lana Gordon
and Laura-Lisa Rodriguez —
who contrasted in their white
attire against a blood-red sun
enthroned on the stage's back
wall. They moved gracefully,
stretching their limbs in wide
arcs. A clenched fist or an
expression of pain puntuated the
song's tragic theme.
Though impassioned, most
sketches suffered from loose
ensemble work, and the
choreography used too much
"normal," unstylized action to be
effective with a company of this
size.
The performance quickly came
back to life with the second
piece, "Hex." This was by far the
strongest piece in the program. It
was a solo performance by
dancer Kevin Boseman.
"Hex" was characterized by its
savage, violent qualities.
Boseman made full use of the
body's capabilities, manipulating
his limbs to form a number of
different shapes. His movements
were tense and unpredictable,
genuinely savage, but he often
maintained
his
arms
mechanically locked above his
head.
The violence of this piece and
the fact that it was a solo,
suggested the theme of the
struggle within, of the human

spirit fighting against it's own
dark side. This idea was
heightened by the visual effects
of the dim lighting and the net of
ropes he wore over his bare chest.
These made him look less human
and more like a trapped animal. It
ended with Boseman slowly
sinking to the ground in
shuddering defeat.
The next piece, "Three Dances
with Army Blankets," provided a
sharp contrast. Whereas "Hex"
was dark and emotive, this piece
was light and detached. The
dancers used several large, strong
blankets on stage as props.
The movements of the
ensemble were fluid, almost
acrobatic.
While the blankets were
folded, they could connect groups
of dancers who were holding
them. The presence of the
blankets also created interesting
problems for movement by
forcing the dancers to either
maneuver underneath them or
bounce off of them.
The second movement was
much slower and more languid.
The music set a relaxed mood,
but it did not give a definite beat
for the dancers to follow,
allowing them to move much
more freely.
It began and ended with
dancers sliding along the stage
floor while lying on the blankets,
DANCE page 23

New technology blurs line between reality and fantasy
by Patrick Lar kin
staff-writer
Soon scientists may see the effects of
pollution on healthy forests years
before the damage is done, and
architects will be able design entire
buildings without any steel or concrete.
This near reality, dubbed "virtual
reality," uses electronic sensors and
computer-generated images to give people
the illusion of participating in fabricated
events.
In the last five years, virtual reality has
created a niche for itself in American
society.
Both the entertainment industry and
professional world are seeking to
incorporate this new technology into their
future productions.
"V.R.'s uses will mainly be in the game
industry. But for users, it won't replace a
monitor and a keyboard. It can never
replace the actuality of doing something in
the real world," freshman computer
science major Steve Wills says.
Wills says he respects the advances of

V.R., which was originally created for
NASA to help train their astronauts, but he
says that as a tool, it may not have as great
an impact as some people believe.
Ultimately, V.R. may become so
advanced that people will no longer need
to leave their houses. They will be able to
go on vacation, have sex and perform their
jobs from their living rooms.
On a simpler level, V.R. computer
games are taking the industry by storm. In
order to view these simulated worlds, most
advanced systems incorporate sensor
helmets or body suits. Wills says there are
also video games that don't require
helmets and whose graphics are more
simplistic that could be categorized as
virtual reality.
One such game is "Doom," a new
action/adventure computer game.
Freshman Rob Carter says, "[Doom] is
the most amazing computer game I've
ever seen. You can really become
engrossed in the game, and when that
happens, you usually get the living shit
scared out of you."
In the game, the player becomes the
hero, using a gun, which appears on the
• •*» »♦#**♦ • * . , p • t « *

screen, to shoot monsters. It is almost like
a VR game since the player himself is the
protagonist, not a figure on the screen.
Most V.R. applications are centered on
role-playing premises. You are the hero
and you march around a three-dimensional
world while fighting bad guys such as the
ones in "Doom."
According to USA Today, Nintendo and
Sega are both developing V.R. game
systems, and Nintendo's is due out later
this year.
The motion picture and music
industries are also using the new
technology.
In the last few years, Hollywood has
put out a number of films that utilize V.R.
technology in their special effects and
plots, including "Toys," "Lawnmower
Man" and "The Abyss."
English professor James Ruff says he
likes the amazing special effects but thinks
the technology's role in movies is
secondary to a movie's plot
"By itself, it is just a special effect and
a tool," he says. "A V.R. movie without a
good story is not much of a movie."
Popular rock group Aerosmith has also
■

used V.R. Its new song, "Amazing" is
based on the self absorption of interactive
software, and in the song's video, a person
playing a V.R. game discovers that his life
is being played out by another person.
This video explores virtual reality as far
as it can go. And it's this length that has
some people worried.
Bijan Saadatmand, a JMU psychology
professor, notes that high-lech games can
be mentally stimulating without being
escapist if used properly.
"The more complex a program can be,
the more challenging and beneficial if
used by goal-oriented players and not just
those who are borderline motivated."
But Saadatmand says that the majority
of people are the latter and thus possible
problems could arise — VR could
encourage people to live their lives
through a video screen, and promote video
coach potatos.
For this reason, V.R has been debated
by people who question its ultimate value
as masochistic.
Jaron Lanier, a V.R. pioneer, is quoted
BLURS peje 23
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« Which a a good thing when you
Spring Break in CanMnV*y Henri
Our average nowtf to 15 feet deep * which
rrako far grot sking. And when you come
in Jrom the cold, try the hot tub,
indoor pool or just lock back
wkh« bunch of your friends.
Your Spring Hrnk PadcajS?
i» $279.00 per person based
on doube occupancy, kidudes
5 nights bdging Sun. Thurs.;
5 days of skiing. Man. ■ Fri;
-daysofbreakfBt Beech Ck*
privileges; arrival party and
mixer, Karaoke party/mixer:
CBrpBchalengeSurno westing; pina party.
aid dosing night party Effective dales: March
6-11, March 13-1& March 20-25. To make
reservations, cal 1-800-622-4121.

CANAAN VALLEY

REsoarr a CoNrnoci Cntra
A WEST VlacoflA STATE RWK
Ctmmm Wfeiaarf Sh*rW
A** J. BmXK.Dmm. WV262S0

RESERVE

PUNK
BRUS

47 N

BS5
-UN.
/

564-0124

CARRY OUT ONLY

HOURS
M 10:30-2:00
T-F 10:30-7PM
S 10:30-4:00

1090AVA.AVE(42N)

OFFICERS'

•FRESH BAKED BREAD DAILY
•18 DIFFERENT SUBS
•GREAT FOOD

TRAINING

CORPS

GET

m

Unlicensed riders account for
80% of the fatalities in some states.
So get your motorcycle operator
license today. And prove r a >
that you can ride safely. \j/
MtTWCTCu MUTT raw \j\mxi

to

^

O Felicia Farrar
0

- winner of our
Cupid's Combo

jr Joe Kublmann
- winner of our
Oldest Penny Contest

JoW

the act/on.;-

4fa* ftp
-

Video Rentals
Paperbacks
Party Supplies
Hot Coffee
Hot Chocolate

Phone
568-3922

Hour-.
IMF 7 AM - Midnight
S-S 9 AM • Miclmnht

FOR PEOPLE ON
If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a freshman or sophomore, you can still catch
up to your classmates by attending
Army ROTC Camp Challenge, a
paid six-week summer course in
leadership training.

WAT TO THE TOP.

By the time you have graduated from
college, you'll have the credentials of
an Army officer. You'll also have
the self-confidence and discipline
it takes to succeed in college
and beyond.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

CONTACT CAPTAIN KEARNES AT 703-568-6094
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i operas

Audience sings praises of
by Brian Tetro
stiff writer
Continuing its 19-year
tradition, the JMU School of
Music presented "Positively
Puccini" at its annual opera
theatre workshop program this
weekend.
The program consisted of four
scenes from Giacomo Puccini's
operas "Suor Angelica,"
"Turandot," "La Fanciulla del
West" and "La Boheme."
According to Brenda Whitmer,
musical director of the program,
the late 19th and early 20thcentury composer was chosen
this year because of his wide
range of styles.
"Puccini was an excellent
choice because of all the different
styles of operas in his work. For
instance, our program had music
that represents the West, China
and Pans," Whitmer said.
Whitmer said that the program
is a good project for refining the
acting skills of its participants,
most of whom are music majors
and minors.
"I really enjoy running this
sort of small scale program
because it really works on the
kids' acting skills," Whitmer
said. "The usual rule is that most
kids can sing better than they can

act. However, this program
emphasizes both skills."
Cast members also expressed
an appreciation for the program
Daniel Wright, a senior music
major and the lead in La
Fanciulla del West, said, "It was
a very good experience that was a
lot of hard work."
The workshop opened with
"Suor Angelica," an opera with a
mostly female cast and an
"ethereal-sounding" chorus,
according to the program.
The scene from "Suor
Angelica" presented to audiences
centered on the return of nuns of
a convent to a cloister courtyard.
They are conversing until the
arrival of Angelica's aunt at the
gates upon the scene's
conclusion.
Puccini's
last
opera,
Turandot," centers on the three
riddles of the beautiful Princess
Turandot. Turandot's suitors
must solve these riddles or be
executed.
The third opera presented was
a scene from "La Fanciulla Del
West." The characters Minnie
and Johnson, played by
sophomore Niki Leckron and
senior Daniel Wright, become
acquainted with each other. In the
background, Wowkle, Minnie's
house servant, serves as a

MtKEHEFFNER

Jim Sluder and Julia Burton (l-r) perform Act II of Puccini's 'La Boheme' as apart off 'Positively
Puccini' Saturday. The performance was part of the Opera Theatre Workshop.

chaperone for the lovers.
The final opera scene of the
evening, "La Boheme," tells the
story of Marcello and Musetta,
played by freshman Andrew
Austin and freshman Julie
Burton, former lovers who

confront each other in a
restaurant.
The opera theatre workshop
seemed to be well received by the
audience. "I've never been to an
opera before," freshman Stacey
Emerick said. "Surprisingly,

Dance

Blurs.

continued from page 21
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in U.S. News and World Report as saying,
"Virtual Reality ought to be used where
people are failing to communicate, not as
a substitute for experiences better had in
the real world."
Another growing bend is cyber-sex, or
interactive V JL sex games.
Players can communicate with a
member of the opposite sex, who is on the
computer screen.
Winning is responding correctly to the
questions and thus being accepted for a
date.
But the entertainment industry is not the
sole user of V.R., as other professions are
seeking to adapt this fantastic technology

however, I found it be thoroughly
interesting, humorous and very
well done."
"We are trying to entice the
public into opera and show them
that it is actually an interesting
form of expression," she said.

to their own uses.
According to an article in The New
York Times, V.R. is practical in the
professional world.
It gives people the closest reality to the
actual one. Though not identical, its
saving grace is the ability to make
mistakes.
While mistakes made in the real world
can be costly and many times extremely
dangerous.
Most professional uses rely on these
V.R. systems to train people.
According to John Holusha's anile in
the New York Times, various computer
companies are experimenting with
medical applications.
The Cine-Med
corporation has already
created a virtual clinic,
where surgeons can
perform operations.
Surgeons will
practice operations by
wearing a V.R. helmet
with a screen in it that
shows the human body.
They will use
special V.R.-interactivc
gloves to simulate the
operation.
The
computer simulation
will also be able to
detect mistakes.
Holusha says
that if the system can
be fine-tuned, it could
be used by hospitals
around the country.
Some
V.R.
companies are also

reconstructing
human
corpses
electronically in order to create a new
world, the human body. This would take
the place of actual physical anatomy
lessons. Digitized human bodies will be
displayed on a screen so students can
examine them.
The use of helmets to block out the real
world helps VR users to believe they are
actually travelling through a human body.
The military, NASA and airplane
industries are also using V.R. to simulate
flights and spacewalks and to use robots to
perform such delicate operations as
surgery.
The military is working with V.R.,
Dying to incorporate its positive aspects
with robotics.
This would allow medics to stay out of
the front during battle, while still
performing the necessary operations with
the help of a robot
A surgeon could use V.R. to
communicate to a robot who is on the
battlefield with an injured soldier.
Horn discusses several other
applications of V.R. in U.S. News and
World Report. She says that architects are
experimenting to create their buildings in
cyberspace, so they can foresee almost all
possibilities such as light distribution,
natural disaster effects, and handicapped
accessibility.
She also mentions that biologists are
creating V.R. forests in order to show the
government exactly what continued
pollution might do to the environment.
Whether its used to teach, predict or
entertain, vinual reality is replacing other
less real forms of entertainment in all
aspects of life.

as if they were floating on rafts down a
river.
The third movement — vigorous and
exciting — proved less interesting than the
first two.
Until then, the piece's defining
characteristic had been the surprising ways
the blankets were used, and no new
"tricks" were introduced in the last
movement.
The concluding piece "Isba" provided a
stunning example of the ensemble at their
best
Their longest single work, "Isba's"
length gave the company an opportunity to
employ a wide variety of formations on
stage, from couples and trios to the entire
company.
Performed to George Winston's
beautiful new age piano piece "Autumn,"
the music's classical overtones and strong
rhythms enhanced the dance. -These
worked well with the dance's elements of
traditional ballet.
Especially notable in "Isba" were the
performances of Joseph McClintock and
Solange Sandy, who distinguished
themselves from the other dancers by
dancing as a couple throughout the piece.
Costuming also played an important
part in "Ibsa."
The dancers wore bright reds, blues and
yellows, and their flowing robes added a
swirling, exciting effect to the
performance.
The Alvin Ailey Repertory Ensemble
brought a number of intelligent,
innovative pieces to light They explored
modern and traditional idiom'with the
grace and ease of a dancer's foot on a
hardwood floor.

*
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JMU

Work on your figure...
WE HAVE TRIMMED PRICES FOR YOU!!
Regular Price
1

."'.'''"il1'1

After Assessments enjoy Yes's
Delivery, Take Out, or Dine-in

Sale Price

Spiral notebook 4-1050
Spiral notebook 2-185C
Tennis Balls
Racquetballs
■2.79]
3.49
Racquetball eyeguards
11.39
8.99
Michigan swim goggles 1——1 |H—
3.99
Pro-start swim goggles
8.19
5.99
j Earplugs
:•?•.
1.59
1 Nose clips
2.59
1.99
! Pedometer walk-mate
14195
Bike Mate bicycle computer
24.95
15?99l
S \I I I I R1U ARV 21-26
SLAS1

zm

Weekly Buffet Hours
Mon-Fri

11:30-3:00

$4.50

Wed Night

5:30 - 9:00

$6.95

Fri&Sat

5:30-10:00

$9.95

Sunday

11:30-8:00

$6.95

1588 S. Main St.

434 - 3003

V.

glU

Tan your Cheeks
Without Getting Sand in Vour Shorts.
Whv go to the
shore this Spring
Break when you can
.'■fifl/e the best of both
.worlds? Spend your
break on the slopes
of $nowshoe! Exciting

livable Spring Break
• 5%late'Seasoti sav"Wthat you can't
:

:T&
m* wm

Snow-shoe's Spring Break Package
March 21-Season End
%

off... • Lift Tickets

fflduHs $19.00 Children J1IJ

• Rentals

• Lodging
• Lessons

James Madison University "sm i
Spring Break Bonus Coupon
Valid March 6 to March 10

LOHIM

Niabts I

• $35/nieht Per room
• $12 Lift Ticket Single Day
• 50% off Rentals
• 50% off Rentals fc Group Lessons
Two V>Jfi'?« niahts/Two ski days minimum stay required. Limited Availability.
I fSpry t LC.it or The Inn at SnowsnoeJ. Call Snowshoe's Central Reservations
;M mention your school's Spring Break Bonus Coupon #.
^■1

Beat The
Housing Rush
Secure your place at
Roosevelt Square
before it's too late!
Spacious Townhouses
• Four bedrooms
• Two full baths
• Two living rooms
• Dining room
• Kitchen
• Storage area
Included in each...
• Miniblinds all windows
• Wall-to-wall carpet
• Cable TV hookup
• Available furnished
or unfurnished

Standard appliances...
• Frost-free refrigerator
• Icemaker
• Range
• Microwave oven
• Dishwasher
• Washer and dryer
Call Roosevelt Square
today!
Grace St.

Dixie

I
4A*

One block from
JMU main campus!

00
Ohio n

I
c/5

8

c
(D

03

WESTBVIRGINIA

Cnowshoc
■BT£7SII_VER CREEK
For Reservations & Package Plan Requirements

304-572-5252

SQUAfck
Furnished model shown by appointment only
432-9685 or 433-2615
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Sports
JMU takes another one down to the wire
Ritter's 26 points help struggling Dukes pull ahead in end against East Carolina
by Craig Landis
staff-writer
Another JMU basketball game —
another thrilling, down-to-the-wire nailbiter.
The differences between winning and
losing this season for the Dukes have been
few, and Saturday night against East
Carolina was no exception. Better defense
proved the deciding factor as JMU went
on to beat the Pirates 79-74 in the
Convocation Center.
Despite a desperate
run by ECU late in the
game, the Dukes got
the win with Kent
Culuko's two foul
shots, putting JMU up for good with eight
seconds left in the game.
Fighting to stay in first place with Old
Dominion, JMU looked to its mostconsistent player of late, senior forward
Clayton Ritter, who missed one shot on
his way to scoring a game-high 26 points
on 10-of-ll shooting.
Ritter, who has scored in double figures,
in all but one game this season, has
averaged 23.5 points in his last six games.
ECU head coach Eddie Payne was
quick to compliment. "I give a lot of credit
to Clayton Ritter. We had four different
guys guard him, and none were very
effective. He's got great hands, he's
strong, he's smart, he's experienced."
Two other Dukes scored in double
figures. Despite sitting out most of the
first half with three fouls, junior forward
Louis Rowe hit for 16 points, mainly from
the foul line where he was 10-for-10.
Junior guard Kent Culuko, although in
turn-over trouble, hit for 14 points with
four three-pointers.
ECU lost their leading scorer, senior
guard Lester Lyons, to a one-game
academic suspension. Junior forward
Anton Gill stepped up for the Pirates with
a team-high 16 points
Payne said his team played well
without Lyons. "I thought they were better
focused and very determined and did what
they thought they had to do to win."
ECU shot a solid 59 percent in the first
half, mainly off shots in the paint JMU
responded defensively, experimenting
with a zone and held the Pirates to only 40
percent in the second half.
Head coach Lefty Driesell explained
the switch in defense. "I pride our defense
in holding people in the 30s and 40s, and
they shot over 50 percent in the first half,"
he said. "I tried playing a zone because
they were getting a bunch of layups. I
despise playing a zone, but we've worked
on it because our interior defense is kind
of weak."
The Dukes opened up the game with a
9-0 run before ECU could get on track
offensively. The Pirates looked inside and
took the lead with five minutes in the fust
half, 28-26. JMU pulled ahead and
finished the half with a 38-34 lead.
The Dukes, howevever, were unable to
keep the momentum going to start the

MAGGIE WELTER

Senior forward Clayton Ritter passes the ball In Saturday's win over East Carolina at the Convocation Center.

second half, with ECU responding with a
12-2 run in the first four minutes to go up
by nine.
L
JMU toughened up^defensively,
sparking their offense as the Dukes
avoided the upset to the 14-10 Pirates.
Ritter said JMU stepped up the pressure
in the second half.
The first half, we looked pitiful." he
said. "They were pretty much scoring at
will, and we weren't getting on the boards.
In die second half, we just made a decision
that we were going to stop them and play
defense."
After a season of close games, Driesell
.seemed content with the win.
"I thought we did a great job coming
back after being down nine," lie said. "We
got in foul trouble in the first half. It
looked like we were in trouble, but we
came back and won. I thought Clayton
played very well for us offensively and on
the boards."
Driesell put the season to this point in
perspective. "A win's a win, and we've
got 16 wins, and you can't take that away
from us. If you would've told me before
the season started that we'd be tied for
first place with two games left, losing four

starters from last year, I'd say I'll take that
any day."
JMU now has three games remaining
before the Colonial Athletic Association
tournament in Richmond. The Dukes play
at UNC-Wilmington on Wednesday.
Richmond at home Saturday and at UNCCharloue Feb. 28.
"We've got two tough games," Driesell
said. "We're the only team in the country
that has won or shared the conference
championship for four straight years. It
would be nice if we could do it for five
straight years.
"Other than that, I don't think Dr.
Carrier is going to give me a raise if we
win them. He might fire me if we lose, but
I don't worry about that. I've got enough
money to live on," he joked.
The Dukes, 9-3 in the conference, 16-7
overall, are now tied for first in the CAA
with Old Dominion.
Though content with the team's
position atop the CAA, Driesell doesn't
feel that getting the No. 1 seed in the
conference tournament is a concern.
"I don't think that's important," he said.
"We've had it the last couple years, and it
hasn't done us any good."
• . » . • • •••!•• ....«_.» •.».|>.*.« •.•.♦.•_'.•

East Carolina (74)

1

1
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a
atia m-» n»-a a-t
Schaerbauer31 5-8 0-0 1-3 4 0 3 13
Richardson 35 4-10 2-3 0-2 4 2 2 10
Hunter
7
0-14-4 1-2 0 0 2 4
1 4 8
Young
24 4-9 0-1
1-4
1
1 4 5
Robinson 24 2-6
1-4 3-6 0
GUI
31 6-8 4-6 1-4 0 3 3 16
1 0 6
Armstrong IS 3-4 0-0 0-1 3
Baiham
30 5-13 0-0 2-3 5 4 3 12
Totals
200 29-59 11-18 11-28 15 12 21 74
Perceatagcs: FG—49.2. FT—61 A, 3-point goals—
5-19.26.3 (Schaefbauer 3-6, Young 0-3. Armstrong
0-l.Basham2-9)

JMU (79)
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Rowe
26 3-8 10-10 2-4 4 3 4 16
Ritter
37 10-11 6-6 1-5 4 2 1 26
Robinson 25 2-4 0-0 1-5 0 1 5 4
Culuko
33 4-10 2-2 0-1 0 5 1 14
Leonard 24 2-3 0-2 0-3 3 2 4 5
McLinion 16 3-4 00 0-1 2 1 1 7
Venson
25 1-2 1-4 0-1 2 1 1 3
Culiceno 5
0-1 0-0 04) 0 0 1 0
Loo
9
2-3 0-0 0-110 14
Totals
200 27-46 19-24 5-24 16 IS 19 79
Percentages: FG—58.7, FT—79.2, 3-point goals—616.37.5 (Rowe 0-2, McLinton 1-2. Culuko 4-10.
Leonard 1-2)
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Fencing captures another state championship
JMU dominates for seventh straight year
by Chris Tiernan
contributing writer

• i

JMU fencing has quietly become a
dynasty.
The JMU fencing team, coached by
Deborah Lung, captured a record seventh
consecutive state championship Saturday
in Godwin Hall.
As hosts of the 1994 Virginia State
Collegiate Fencing Tournament, both
JMU's varsity and junior varsity teams
swept through the competition from
Hollins College, Mary Baldwin, Sweet
Briar, University of Virginia and Virginia
Tech.
In varsity team competition, the team
placed first with a 39-1 record. Sophomore
Julie Benson and senior captain Lynn
Mulhern led the Dukes with 10 wins each.
Senior Julia Tock compiled a 9-1 record,
while freshman Suzanne Lewandowski
and senior Kerri Bogaz contributed with
5-0 records.
Second place went to Hollins College
with 26 wins while Sweet Briar placed
third with 22 wins.
"We pull together as a team," Mulhern

said. "All our fencers, whether varsity or
junior varsity, experienced or not, support
each other."
Tock won the title in individual
competition and had a 7-0 record in the
tournament, while Mulhern took second
with a 6-1 record. Sophomore Julie
Benson placed fourth with a 4-3 record.
Tock attributed their success to the
coaching from Lung.
"She ensures us of the best matches and
gives 100 percent in effort," Tock said.
In junior varsity competition, the team
posted an 18-2 record. Members of the
junior varsity team are seniors Melissa
Fineo and Marcia Edmundsun and
freshmen Heather Robertson and Laurel
Hill.
Fineo won first place, winning 6 of 7
matches, and Robertson finished fourth.
The Dukes will end their regular season
on Saturday at the North Carolina
Invitational in Chapel Hill.
The team awaits its fifth consecutive
invitation to the NCAA MidAtlantic/South Region Tournament. The
tournament is scheduled for the weekend
of March 5-6.

MELISSA CAMPBELL

JMU sophomore Julie Benson (left) forget an attack against Virginia's
Catherine Zanga. Benson's bout record was a perfect 10-0 for the weekend.

Just write it
Just report It
Just ask it
Just review it
Just comment
on it
J^JSTDO
IT!
Write for the
Breeze Sports
I

Now hear this!
JMU head coach Lofty Driesell
the Convocation Cantor. JMU

section.
Call Steve or

Alison, x6709
for more
information.

an official a mouthful during Saturday's men's basketball game at
East Carolina 79-74.
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JMU makes easy work of American
Dukes head into last three games fighting for high CAA tourney seed
by Kevin Finch
stqffwriter
The JMU women's basketball team
used a big second half run to beat
American University 58-42 Sunday at the
Convocation Center.
The win is on the heels of a 71-54 loss
to George Mason on Thursday,'and
improves the Dukes'
record to 12-10 and 6-4
in the Colonial Athletic
Association.
With 8:40 left in the
game, JMU led by only six. During the
next six minutes of play, the Dukes
outscorcd the Eagles 13-2 to open-up a 5538 lead and secure the win.
Junior forward Kara Rail iff and
sophomore forward Heather Hopkins
combined for 11 of the 13 points during
the stretch.
Hopkins finished the game with 18
points and pulled down 13 rebounds,
while RaUiff added 12 points.
Sophomore guard Krissy Heinbaugh,
who scored 14 points, said that patience
was the key to the run.
"I would say that poise, slowing down
and taking our time helped us put
[American] away," she said.
Hopkins, who sparked both second half
runs and converted on 7-of-10 shots,
agreed with Heinbaugh.
I'm taking my time, and I think that's
the biggest key," she said. 1 realize that
the shot is open, I turn and get set I think
that has helped a lot"
JMU jumped out to a 13-2 lead with 13
minutes left in the first half and held the
Eagles to only four points during the first
11 minutes.
But the Dukes' offense was never able
to get on track in the first half, and despite
holding AU to only 17 points, the team led
by only seven at the break.
JMU coach Shelia Moorman credited
American's zone defense with causing the
problems on offense.
"We had a very difficult time even
identifying their, defense, much less
executing against it," she said. "We didn't
identify defense early enough and get in
our offense so that we could then execute
crisply."
JMU opened the second half with an 82 run to extend their lead to 34-21 with
15:23 to play.
"[AU] came out in the first half, played
a [zone] and we had a really difficult time
with it," RaUiff said. "We went into the
locker room, talked about it, came out, and
I think we executed really well."
Three times in the second half the
Eagles cut the Dukes' lead to six, but
could never get closer.
Despite holding AU to 29.6 percent
shooting from the field, Moorman said
that JMU's defense is still remains a
concern.
"Our defense is taking a heating,"
Moorman said. "As a coach, I know we're
not playing the same level of defense we
were for a stretch of time in the middle of
the season.
"We depend on [defense] and we aeed
it," she added. "We need it to give BS easy
scores if nothing else. We need » get back
and regroup on the defensive end."
A Ion lo George Mam on Thursday
dropped the Dukes into third place in the

JMU 58
AU 42

MAGGIE WELTER

Junior forward Kara RatJWf attempts a shot against American yesterday in
JMU's 58-42 victory at the Convocation Center.

CAA. JMU will enter the CAA
Tournament as the No. 3 seed if they win
their final three games.
Old Dominion holds the No. 1 rank in
the CAA, while George Mason is ranked
No. 2.
Although all three games are against
teams they have already beaten,
Heinbaugh said the team is not looking
past anyone.
"We can't take anything for granted,"
she said. "We realize that we have to come
out every game mentally and physically
prepared. Any given night anything can
happen."
The Dukes' next game is Friday night
at home against UNC-Wilmingtoo. Tip-off
time is 7:30 pjn.
JMU finishes out its regular season
schedule with a meeting Feb. 27 at home
against East Carolina, and at Richmond
March 3.
This year's CAA Tournament will be
held at the Convocation Center. The
tournament takes place March 10-12.

American (42)

ii

n

a*

mia m-a am a-t a to of tp
Baker
23 3-13 0-2 4-4 0 4 2 6
Greenfield 31 6-17 4-5 5-9 0 1 2 16
Hufaagel 18 0-4 0-0 2-3 0 1 4 0
Tamer
25 5-16 0-0 1-3 0 0 0 12
Dorem 24 0-1 1-2 0-3 13 3 1
B.D'meiwrS
04) 3-4 04) 10 1 3
A.D-mewrn 0-1 0-0 0-10 0 10
CceneB
21 1-3 0-1 14 0 3 3 0
Meeker
5
0-2 04) 04) 0 0 1 1
Hinchier 2
1-3 0-10-2 0 3 2 2
Tetak
200 16-54 8-16 13-32 2 17 22 42
Pcrceatagcs: PG—29.6. FT—50.0,3-point goab—
2-7.28.6 (Baker 0-1. Greenfield 0-1. Turner 2-3. A.
DorfmeiiterO-l.ConnellO 1)
JMU (58)
h
I
IS
a*la ava ■-• o-t a lo pf tp
Schreib
22 1-6 0-0 3-5 2 4 2 2
Ratlin"
32 6-11 04) 0-2 2 1 4 12
Hopkini 28 7-10 44 2-13 0 2 3 IS
Heinbaugh 34 4-12 4-7 0-1 3 6 4 14
Powell
25 3-5 3-4 0-2 3 5 3 9
Pratt
16 0-4 0-1 0-3 1 3 2 0
Algeo
24 0-2 0-1 5-7 6 0 1 0
Waiiarru 3
00 04) 1-1 0 1 0 0
Turczyn
16 04) 3-4 1-4 0 0 2 3
Totata
2SS 21-50 15-23 14-43 17 22 21 58
ParcafaariPO 42A FT—63.2,3-poiat goal*— 1-

6,16.7(RatMirO-l.lliiaf lagfc 1-5)

--

PLAYER MAKING BID FOR
HISTORY: Southern University
forward Jervaughn Scales is bidding
• to become only the third player in
NCAA history to lead the nation in
scoring and rebounding, according to
a Richmond Times-Dispatch report.
Scales is currently second in
scoring with 27.9 points per game,
trailing only Purdue's Glenn
Robinson, who's averaging 28.5.
Scales leads the nation in rebounding
at 15.4.
The only other players to
accomplish this feat are Xavier
McDaniel of Wichita State in 1985
and Hank Gathers of Loyola
Marymount in 1989.
NORTHWESTERN COACH TO
RETURN
TO
BENCH:
Northwestern men's basketball coach
Ricky Byrdsong is expected to return
from his leave of absence for
Thursday's game against Indiana,
according to a Richmond TimesDispatch report
Byrdsong turned over coaching
duties to an assistant coach during a
Feb. 7 game against Minnesota, then
he wandered onto the court to argue a
call. Byrdsong then walked into the
stands and shook hands and slapped
high-fives with fans.
Byrdsong told the media Thursday
that his behavior was a motivation
ploy, not a nervous breakdown.
ATLANTIC 10 COULD LOSE
AUTOMATIC NCAA BID: The
Atlantic 10 could lose its automatic
bid to the NCAA tournament if three
of its members — Temple, West
Virginia and Rutgers — decide to
change leagues, according to a
Washington Post report.
The three are considering moving
to a new 14-team Big East
conference or a new eight-team
league.
The Atlantic 10 would lose the bid
for one year because of an NCAA
rule that requires at least six schools
to have been members for five
consecutive years.
TWO FOOTBALL PLAYERS
SHOT: Two football players from
the University of Arizona were
hospitalized and listed in fair
condition after being hit in a drive-by
shooting in Tucson, according to a
Washington Post report.
Junior tight end Lamar Harris and
sophomore wide receiver Cary
Taylor were shot in the arm while
standing outside of a bar near the
university about 1 a.m.
COURT BACKS NCAA ON
DRUG TESTING: The California
Supreme Court upheld the NCAA's
right to test athletes for drugs last
month, overturning a lower court
decision, according to a report in The
NCAA News.
Members of the Stanford
University women's diving team
initially challenged the NCAA's drug
testing policy in 1987 citing invasion
of privacy. But the California
Supreme Court ruled 6-1 that the
NCAA's drug testing program
ensured fair competition.
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SPORTSHIGH LIGHTS
WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS
Fib. 16
Washington, D.C.

George Washington 185.725,
JMU 180.175
Vaulting
I. Julie Cardinali (JMU), 9.65
Uneven parallel bars
1. Nicole Bronner (GW), 9.35
Top JMU: 2. (tie) Jennifer Grinnell, 9.2
Balance beam
1. Andria Longerett (GW), 9.65
Top JMU: 4. (tie) Cardinali, 9.45
Foe. exercise
l.Broaner(GW), 37.825
Top JMU: 4. Joy Wells, 35.2

WRESTLING
Feb. 16
Hamsonburg
George Mason 18, JMU 16
118 — Pete Smith (JMU) def. Bryan
Miller, 9-6
126 — Doug Detrick (JMU) def. Matt
Finacchio, 3-0
134 — Kurt McHenry (GMU) def. Pat
Coyle
142 — Bryan Hazard (GMU) def. Trent
Boyd. 10-5
150 — Jude Arena (JMU) p. Matt
Rampetsteiter, 3:52
158 — Dave Steele (GMU) def. Chris
Vidak,6-2

167 — Jason Spezzano (GMU) def. Brian
Gray, 9-3
177 _ Josh Henson (JMU) def. Scott
Newcomer, 13-2
190 — Ben Corbin (GMU) def. Cris Lull,
13-7
HWT—Tighe Cullinane (GMU) def. Bob
Hamilton, 10-8 ot

MEN'S GYMNASTICS
Feb. 20
Williams burg
North Atlantic Gymnastics League

Championships
Team and all around competition:
213.25
1.JMU
212.4
2. William & Mary
207.15
3. Pittsburgh
198.9
4.Radford
175.4
5. Vermont
6. City College of N.Y. 149.55

WOMEN'S TRACK & FIELD
Feb. 19
Fairfax

George Mason
Collegiate Invitational

Top JMU finishers, field events:
Long jump — 2. Janai Hill, 18*8 3/4"
Triple jump — I. Tiombe Hurd, 40'4"
Running events:
1,000-meter run — 1. Jill Baumgartner,
2:56.88 (ECAC qualifier)
15. Anne Slangl, 3.05.3

800-meter run — 1. Juli Speights, 2:07.57
20. Jodie Reise, 2:25.48
21. Bridgette Fudala, 2:26.8
500-meier dash — 6. Tammi Stewart,
1:1839
5. (section) Kristen Purka, 1:25.64
6. (section) Kierstsen Murray, 1:26.2
4x400-meicr relay — 7. (Hill, Murray.
Purka, Stangl), 4:13.12
Mile run — 10. Stephanie Herbert,
5:13.11
15. Mindy Reese, 5:30.30
17. Melissa Frda, 5:35.28
200-meter dash — 16. Hurd, 26.09
55-meter dash — 5. (section) Lan Nguyen,
8.37
55-meter hurdles — 3. (section) Hill, 740
6. (section) Nguyen, 9.84

SWIMMING & DIVING
CAA Championships
Feb. 10-19
Greenville, N.C.
Men's team scores:
JMU
764
East Carolina
583
UNC-Wilmington
570
American
523
Richmond
323
Old Dominion
320
William&Mary
309
JMU champions:
200 individual medley — Gabriele,
1:50.15 (JMU, CAA meet record)
400 medley relay—Pozzolini, Frost,
Gabriele. Boles, 3:21.60 (JMU, CAA meet

record)
200 medley relay — Pozzolini, Frost,
Gabriele, Boles, 1:32.90 (CAA meet
record)
100 butterfly — Gabriele, 49.01 (CAA
meet record)
100 breaststroke — Frost, 57.15 (JMU,
CAA meet record)
100 backstroke — Pozzolini, 50.61
400 freestyle relay — Boles. Frost,
Pozzolini, Gabriele, 303.83
Women's team scores:
1.JMU
t74J
2. East Carolina
6513
3. Richmond
5485
4. UNC-Wilmington'
432
5. American
4205
6. William & Mary
225
7. Old Dominion
94
JMU champions:
200 freestyle relay — David, Webber,
McDonnell, Bryant, 1:37.53
500 freestyle — McDonnell, 4:59.08
(JMU record)
50 freestyle — David, 24.21
400 medley relay — Luviano, Bultema,
McDonnell. David 7:40.45
200 medley relay — Bryant, Bultema,
Santoro, David 1:49.50
200 freestyle — McDonnell, 1:52.90
(JMU, CAA meet record)
800 freestyle relay — Andrews, Zipp,
David, McDonnell, 7:40.45
100 freestyle — David, 52.62
400 freestyle relay — Webber, Andrews,
Bryant, McDonnell, 3:31.77

EXPECT 321E BEST
in Student Housino
STOP BY THE CENTER FOR OFF-CAMPUS
LIVING IN TAYLOR HALL BETWEEN
1-3 PM ON 2/23 & 3/2
FOR MORE INFO.

1
•»»

COLDUJGLL
BANKERQ

HORSLEY AND
CONSTABLE

Property
Management
Division
434-1173

Contact Colleen Pendry

EXPERIENCE THE FREEDOM & CONVENIENCE
OF LIVING OFF-CAMPUS
CURRENTLY UNDER MANAGEMENT UNITS
LOCATED AT:
Madison Gardens
Olde Mill Village
College Station Townhouses
Madison Square Townhouses
■Holly Court Townhouses
Realtor
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Humor
CALVIN & HOBBES/BMWatterson
l WISH THIS SLED HAD A
SPEEDOMETER. SO WE OWLD
KNOW HOW FAST HERE <3W*S

THE FAR SIDE/Gary Larson

1 SUPPOSE Wfc COOVD M96URE
THE H\LL, TIME CUR DESCENT,
CALCULATE CWR RME IN FEET
PER MINUTE. AND COWERT MTJ
INTO WILES PER WOUR .

SUDDENLY I STOPPED
CARING.

y

oimmwiMx Pr »—** P^M Sr*u*

HUMS 7WS \
HE'S A
SNoWMAW? / PALEONTOLOGIST

HE REALIZED THAT SNOW
fOUR SNOWMEN \ WEIL. TWETRE
DOESN'T FOSSILIZE ,—^A LEW) TRAGIC I NOT *£$*
V JUST MELTS . +JZT
LWES
I
gRVGHT.

-A

"Well, yes, that is the downside, Fluffy. ... When
we kill her, the pampering will end."

OUTER BOUNDS/C J.Greta
YOl> kN0W,Yoi> DON'T

SBBH To emoy Be&6U*
WHY DO IrtoO po IT?

X OlPWT CHOOSE H0HBLBSSNE5S,
YOU KNOW/ I USED To BE A
Bit TINE HOLLYWOOD MOVIE
PROPOCERl

YEAH, T HAP IT
ALU. A B\6 Uoo*£,
CARS., BBAUTIFUL
WOMEW...

WELL, WHAT,
HAPPENED?

)

XSHTAfc."
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James Madison University

I5^**amt, SVew Coffee flffejuj
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The Rocco Forum

Enjoy Our New Coffee Choices |
Cappuccino ♦ Uopv—o « Lotte &

Co-hosted by

the College of Letters end Sciences
mi
the Carrier Library

*

k

<* Now Featuring Torani Ftavors Mk

ft
'-'■■'■■■ ■■"■■■'

f^"""'

I Volley Man
* 433 BUNS

Teaching and Technology
in Higher Education

'"

$1.00 OFF
A Double Cappuccino or Latte

Partlclnaiite:
Kite Fmthlk; Aiaooai. Provost. Miami Unhmfty of ONo
All Jitiri, Dksctx. MormaSon Toohnobojss MM**. Indiana UnKwstr/Puntus Unkwsky si Indlsnspols
William L. King, Dimctor. AopSsd Tschnotogsss. Mismi Ufihroraty of Ohio
ChirHl If. Krttzock, Oksdor. In* rucilonal Tsehnetogy Ont.r. Appalachian Staia Unlvarilty
Robert Vogal, Professor ol Communleallon. Miami Unlvsnty of ONo
with Hp-rial Bum; Robtrt C. Wrick, Jr., Prssktent, EDUCOM

WithJMVID

ft

■^■^•»i-*^*4-«.»i.4H-*4^^M^-«i.«*«i^K.«4v#^«i.*^«4-4K.«*^«i*«.*H^^«<JK44.|

Tuesday, February 22
Open Scmlim

act

Recy<

Instructional Technology on Campus Practices that Work and Some that Dent
William L. King. Moderator
Taylor Hall, Room 404 — 4:00 p.m.

Making newapers from virgm fibers uses
twice as rj| ■ energy as recalled paper.
77i«? fireeze is Atributing to the rec^pg effort by
recycling all^kls office parj^Jrell as used
newspapers. Recyc™^s the ud |y we can all give
something back. Consult yourWafyellow pages for the
nearest recycling agency.

lCnt
/

Keynote Addreaa
Paradigms and Paradoxes
Robert C. Heterick. Jr.
President, EDUCOM
Grmfton-Stovall Theatre — 8:00 p.m.
Reception Immediately Following

Wednesday. February 23
9:00 a-m. - Noon
l.«tlsiSM.aebn ilslilislilw»isliilbistosl»»«««)Mlislilypisol
lllll|S||l»ll»)l*ia«lSlsl»»l»SIJMU. Uap.^b.waiabi.aihtKn»««*«tmljlxaryCiailatonDwl<.otM»jrT110.

qr

Experience d

Great money •. •
Great resume builder...
Great experience . • •
\

The Breeze Is Now Hiring the
« /

1994*95 Advertising Manager
Duties Include:
Managing 6 Sales Executives & 6 Ad Designers
• Breeze experience not necessary;
however, Grapluc/MAC experience helpful.
• fob Description available In Breeze Office

cover letter to:

Madison University
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

by 5:00 p.m. February zist

i.

^"
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Classifieds
FOR RENT
CaBee* Station - 4 I
FuHyTumtohed. Dorothy or Jim, 4326641. CommarwMMi ftoefty, 4342977.
Unlvarelly Ptooe -lirIM unite.
Fumtotwd or imnkM. Nat 4 n*
included. Dorothy or Jim. 432 4541;
Comrrnnw**** f*»aly. 494-2977.
1 BP. apt. - Available August 1 on
DutchmsfCourt Quiet, nice, 4htoc*» No
smofcing/perlies. ono year low*. 434
2100

Trie Commons
Apartmants
Ranting 4 BR/2 bath apt*.
Looking lor aingtea It groups

to rani lor 'M-'N.
CaM Tha Common* al
432-0600
Sublease * room - eummer, The
Common*. Reduced rat*. CaM Trina,
- 54* Hawtana St 3 unit.. Each
unit ha* 4 BR*. 2 balhi, lurnitura.
appHanoa* including. MW Individual
1*0*0. t196/p*r*on. Oroupa lour or 12
people. Induda* aaaar 4 tower. Ptonty
porting. 4334422

J^aA+wimart.
434-1447 or
iBRApt. $250 par month
2BRApt. $390 par month
or$175parparaon
3BRApt. $450 par month

Haaaa - 444 Norwood SL 6 anil*.
Each unit hat 4 BRa, 2 batha, kaiaajra,
appliance* including MW. Individual
l. iAvaiabla Juna 1 or
. S198to*r*on.
Augutl 1. Wator 4 Sowor included.
Qroupa lour or 20 paopto. 4334422

or $180 par parson
4BRApt. $400 par month
tar Cantraol Bridge.
Onoolthacloaaat comptoioo

Tha good apart mat it* go nrsl
ao coma by and aoo ual
Augual 1 - S BR duptoa on Port
Rapubao Road. W/0. MW, OW. guiot.
nio*. anargy *rtictont. S480/lea** 434

199S. U.

i - Jan. to May
Placa. 432-3979. laava

437 South Maaan - 3 BR apt Water
included. 432-3979. i

—pAAKmrtTMEMTs—
Tha Oulet Apartment Communky
1 * 2 Badroom Apta.
' Quiet Study Environment
• Computer Lab

Peel
* Utility Package one ol the Beet
4334621 or 433-2294 EHO
Unhraratty Place - 4 BR, 0/W. water,
furniture furniahed. S170/8R. Special
i for group*. Juno lea**. 432-3879.

cx

Naga Head, NC - Qet your group
together early. Two relatively new
hous**; fully furnehed; W/0, DW, central
AC; aval ah la May 1-Auguat 31; ale
7 - $1,500/mo.; aleep*a 9 - $2,000/1

(804)850-1532.

Haualng lar 1M4-M - Waking
diatanoa. 3 BR*. 1 bam. urdumtohed. 12
month to***. Bto* Mountain Rooky. 2*8-

ai ia

t BR apt. - t Weeks Irom eampuo.
Haat 4 aaaar provided. 1 yaar laaaa. OH
*u**< pacing. 434-7044. 66lEaalQrotlan
Ear
St
■dod-Forr
. SlSS/mo. 9 o r 12 mo.
Cal Man. at 564489a.
Haua* aa High St. - Far 7 paopto.
Upatair* ha* 3 BR*. kitchen 4 bath.
Downitair* ha* 4 BR*. living room.
kiichon 4 bath. OH titaai parking.
convenient ht downtown. J150/peraon.
pie* equal *hara ol utilities. Deposit 4
L 433-1*73
Cantran Am - 4 BR ckietei. Cto»* to
. Can «5154 for into.

FOR SALE

For rani 4 BR, 2 bath condo.

to JMU.
Oarnar/Managara.

Hauelng lor 1494-94
W.fcii
I* - Waking
ototanp*, 4 BR*. 2 bam*.
.. furntohed.
'
10
Blue MouYrtain
Reety. 288-9110.

W/D, rang*, DW, MW,
refrigerator lurntohad.
Availabto August 1,1994.
Call Shelley, 433-7047 or
coatoot (703)494-2277 alter 4 pm.
Unlverahy Place - S BRa, t bath*.
Completely turnithed. W/D. MW.
Individual lea**. $2054225. Private
bath, wator 4 sewer included. Deposit.
4334822
UnlvereHy Plao* - 4 BRa, 2 batha.
Completely lurni.had. W/0. MW.
Individual leaaa. $195. Water 4 Sewer
included. Available Auguat. No pat*.
4334822
Pruderrtiel Funkhoueer Property Mgt.
4S4-414S
2 BR condo* - Hunter'* Ridge 4
Mad eon Manor
3 BR apta. - Duke Oardena, Medeon
Garden*, U. Place. Madman Manor.
Medaon Square 4 Coeege Station
4 BR lownhouioa - Country Club Ct.,
Madiaon Manor 4 U. Plao*
JMU Grade Serving JMU Student*
Hall Week Irom JMU -1*4444.4 BRa,
2 bath*, W/D, lor lour friend*.
S210/each. 432-0244
2 BR eulte - Huntar'a Ridge
townheuee. Available Augual. Living
area, bath, kitchenette. Share lull
kitchen. W/D. Cal Michel*. 433-7361.

Parente 4 mveotore - Cemte, Hunter" a
Ridge. 2 BR*. 2 bath*, tumajhed, W/0.
0W MW. AfC. $69,000. (703)420-4743
Ski eale - New 4 uaed equipment.
Yard iMi pram. Cal Stow 1444-8967.
$1 epaad trek 434 antelope Mountain
Who - Alrnoet new. $250.824-2172
■M pytTtaV) m n*V*Kl fX •

9W*JM

SERVICES

PERSONALS

Typlet - Accurata. roaoonabla,
oomputerAypewriter, ru*h tobe. 434
49*77 Or paaor. 564-0774

Tho Com
i Apart****** - Looking
fw singtos 4 groups. C-1 432-0600.

HaimlM aid tor col logo - 43.6 b*on
ol Haaaolal aid Irom mo private aador
ha* gono unclaimod each yaar. Our
computeraed March oorvico con holp
you Rod aa
(703)432-1

^-SS? *-you "^ *** l°r

AA Crulee 4 Travel Employment
Qukto - Earn big 4 * trevelihe world
freel (Caribbean, turop*. Itoaaei. Aaial)
Hurryl Buay tpring/aummer **a*ona
approaching.
Fraa
travel
dub
mamberahpl Cal (919)9294394. «2102
(ovaaz* note: There are coata involved
vritti your reeponee to that ad.)
Skydlv* Virginia - Experience your
•reefed fanUayl Special JMU diecounl.
For brochure 4 detail* call (703)2896245 or (703)942-8068.
ORE Math Prep - Byron Humph nee,
269-6251. Satiafaction guaranteed.
ndividualaed tutonng
NOTICE
For more Information and
assistance regarding lha
Invastlgatlon of financing
buBlnsss opporl unit lea at work
at home eppottunrltea, oorrtact
the Batter Business Bureau
Inc., at (800) 533-5501.

htKTaw —

Entremefy lame. $128, 30-gallon tank
**3lue*d.Cal434491Z
afaaaV* *awJ***a* _ *9***%I ^*J*Ja«J*k**B«****l fj**ta**as*a*? ■* ***

»*»•• dc* n*alrix, 7 fonts A taiict. 6 P**CI*NM
* P[*H>°rt'on<l1 *P*c'nfl . E)iC4>lr4>nt
oondftton, 2 years old. Extra ribbon. $125.
Cal Elton, x7*81.

HELP WANTED
Je**' Lunch - Need undercla**m*n
al Come in 4 apply nowl
Summer help (near Ch*rtot1eevHle) Miniature Horse Theme Park aeek*
individual* with love ol animal* 4
children. Call (703)944-4444 lor kilo.
Leave meeeage.
Attention Sludenlal Earn eitra caah
•tutling anvelopea at horn*. All metwitll
Provided Send SASE to Homemailing
rogram.
1228 Waatloop 4174,
Menhattan. KS 66502. Start imrnadiatolyl
Model* naadad - For the latest haircut*.
hair color (including "orty lites") 6 perrrs.
A tun experience! Call lor interview A
detaila. Your oornpanulion would be tie
free hair aervces you receive. 433-2373

SPRING BREAK
If* set toe lat* to
1432-0400

i (Might lar

Spring Break '*4 - Canoun, Bahama*,
Jamaio*. Florid* 4 Pedrel 110% lowest
price guarantael Organize IS frienos 8
St trip n Ireel Take A Break Student
irel (800)328-7283.
Laat ch*nc*l Spring Break! Jamaica,
Cancun from $4291 Lowest prices
auarmlaad. Florida, S. Padrel Ask how.
Travel freel Sun Splash. (600)426-7710.
Attention Spring Breeker*! Donl miaa
out I Panama City. $119; Daykma. S129;
Key Waal. $279; Bahama*. S3B9;
JamaicafCancun. $469; S. Padre. $239.
Quality accommodations, (800)2347007.

WANTED
Singer lor alternative metal band Cell 433-0966.
Wanted - Car* lor part*. VADL4031.
Call 447-6871.

no

». grinder, atoppar, aktar 4
ahillor to thara Monday or Friday
evening at Maesanutten. (800)207MASS. Too much lor you? See you in
Tennle (Single* 4 Mixed Double*) Entrfa* do** 2/22. Sign up in Intramural*
OWo*. Warrwi 300.
Racfctoat 1444 - Apr* t. Campus band*
wanted. For into cal «7311. Apphcetions
due March IS. Sponsored by TBI A

Soccsr Officials
Training Clinic
Gat axes Kent training
while you earn money
Employ merit registration
2/17*2/21 In Godwin 213.
CaM x3940 for more Info.
Adoption - Loving childless couple,
unabl* to have children, longing to adopt
infant. Ceil Patty « Bob coaect. (703)9049782.
Less that excaee weight before warm
waathar 4 *v*n by Spring Break.
Solution availabto now lor $19.98
compkt*. T*chnotogic*J Inslitut*. P.O.
Box 13704. Richmond. Va. 23225.
Bright Caatle Enterpriaee - The
Volley's only singles reterrel **rvioo.
Making your search lor that special
someone aa easy as saying 'H**of Call
now lor our limited free membership
I (703)433-6280
Tha Slueetene yearbook is now
acosptxig application* lor Editor-in-Chief.
Managing Editor 4 Buaineaa Manager.
Pick up appkeatton* in Anthony-Seeger
215 or eel x6541. Due Feb. 25.1994.

Intramural Indoor Soccer
(Men & Women)

Entries close 2/23.
Team Captain's meeting
2/23 at 5:30 pm
In Taylor 305.
Attention - There i* an organizational
meeting tor those interested in playing
man's rugby on Monday, Feb. 21 in
Taytor H*Il room 308. ttewcomer* at 7
pm. Returning players at 8 pm.

Adoption
Loving, chiIdteea couple
wtehing to adopt *n Inlanl
Wa can hatp aach other

(404)79e-«794.
Intareewd la *n-c*mpu* earth-friendly
living? Call Liz, x5505 or leave a
me***g* at tha JMU EARTH office.
*7877.
Adaption - Loving atmosphere. Happy
home. We want to adopt a child to
complete our tamily. Let u* help you
during the
tha importa
important lime. Call Ja» »
Judi, (404)3540984.
Krtote, Meg 4 Tort - Thank* tor putting
up with *v*rything. Your kindness will
never be forgotten The Hurricane city
0"Y»

-AlWTiON"
Heap us make a draam coma
true. Loving chlldl*** couple
68lMng to adopt infant.
Promteae to always love It
nurture. Let'e help each other.
CaM Uaa 4 Bob collect,
(703)404-2087.
EAE - Thank* lor the Social! Way to
start the weekend with a arrxlal Love, iX
The Blueatene yearbook is now
•soaping onnliroann* lor Editor in Choi.
Managing Editor 4 Business Managsr.
Pick up applications in Anthony Seeger
215 or 0*11x6541. Due Feb. 25,1994.
Alpha Phi thsnks everyone who
supported A-Phia*co by giving blood,
buying balloons, 6 jumping rope lor
heartl
SM

(he ayfiatos.

Saw tho trees.

Save the farmland. ->
Save the children.

Save the
plastic.

Recycle.

DEADLINE EXTENDED!
Want management experience and get paid for it?

The Breeze is now hiring the

1994-95 Advertising Manager
Duties include:
Managing six sales executives and six ad designers.
• Breeze experience not necessary.
• Graphic/Macintosh experience helpful
• Job description available in Breeze office

Send resume and cover letter to:
Cheryl Floyd, Office Manager
The Breeze
James Madison University
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
by 5 p.m. Feb. 21.

'■
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NEW!

CHEE2ZTICKS
@30STtCKS-'6."
433-2300

JMU Campus / S. Main St

433-3111
Port Rd / Market St

FREE GARLIC BUTTER!

*6." LARGE
ONE 15" LARGE
ONE TOPPING PIZZA
•ORIGINAL or CRISPY-THIN
•DEEP-DISH $1 EXTRA

Order Your Favorite 12" Super Sub,
Chips & a Coke For Just *5<"!
■—taOSI

ft MEDIUMD0UBI^B( CHEEZZTICKS)g(pizZA PANIC
|

TWO MEDIUM
ONE TOPPING PIZZAS

>r CRISPY-THI

16 CHEEZZTICKS
w/sauce!
9-

MEDIUM TWO TOPPING

PIZZA &«$&*,

.1

6."
—iSfflS)

cmspy-THii

r.

